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Natural variation in the relative proportions of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids in 

seed oils of plants is enormous when considered across a broad taxonomic range of oil 

seeds. It has been shown that this variation follows a latitudinal cline where the 

proportions of unsaturated fatty acids increases with increasing latitude as the unsaturated 

fatty acids in seeds provide energy at a faster rate to germinating seeds at higher latitudes. 

This variation which follows a latitudinal cline suggests that there may be an adaptive 

role for this variation. We tested this hypothesis in Arabidopsis thaliana which followed 

the same trend seen in Helianthus and other angiosperms. In order to understand the 

underlying genetics of the regulation of the relative proportions of fatty acids and their 

role in plant evolution, we mapped quantitative trait loci (QTLs) and candidate genes. 

Here we identified 67 major QTLs responsible for fatty acid synthesis in A. thaliana in 

Ler-0 x Sha, Ler-0 x Col-4, Ler-2 x Cvi and Ler-0 x No-0 RIL populations. Eight 

candidate genes were identified based on what is known about seed oil biosynthesis in A. 

thaliana. Six of the candidate genes collocated to most of the major QTLs. In order to 

demonstrate that a particular allelic variant is indeed causally related to the phenotype, 

we investigated DNA polymorphisms in the parental and the RIL line alleles of the 

collocating candidate genes. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were identified in 
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the collocating candidate genes to study the correlation between the sequence variants 

and the particular phenotype. We identified 232 SNPs with 77 in the putative regulatory 

regions upstream of the 5‘UTR, 61 in the introns, 18 in the 5‘UTR regions, 2 in the 

3‘UTR regions, and 45 occurring in the exons with 10 non-synonymous substitutions 

affecting the amino acid residues. We also detected 44 insertions/deletions in the coding, 

non-coding, 5‘UTR, 3‘UTR and the regulatory regions. Sequence variation in the fatty 

acid genes due to SNPs and insertions/deletions should be valuable in tests of association 

to investigate how the relative proportions of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids are 

regulated in wild plants and what role they have played in plant evolution and also in 

breeding oil seed crops that are healthier or have two types of fatty acids in proportions 

appropriate for different uses.            
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

 
This dissertation addresses adaptive evolution in seed oil composition in the model plant 

Arabidopsis thaliana by examining the genetic architecture influencing seed oil 

composition. Seed oil biosynthesis is well understood in several agricultural crops and A. 

thaliana due to the commercial importance of triacylglycerols (TAGs) in food 

preparation and industrial processes (Ohlrogge et al., 1991; Ohlrogge and Browse 1995). 

Nonetheless, our understanding of the genetics underlying the regulation of fatty acids 

and TAG synthesis in natural systems is still at a relatively primitive level (Ohlrogge and 

Jaworski 1997). Transgenic constructs and mutants have helped to elucidate why certain 

plants produce different lengths and types of fatty acids (Knutzon et al., 1992; Voelker et 

al., 1992; Miquel et al. 1993; Miquel 1994; Verwoert et al. 1995; Cahoon et al. 1997; 

Millar and Kunst 1997; Wilberg et al., 1997; Zou et al., 1997; Eccleston and Ohlrogge 

1998). In fact, knowledge gained from this work has been exploited to create oil seed 

crops with novel oil qualities (Willis et al. 1998; Broun et al. 1999). However, very little 

is known about the mechanisms and underlying genetics for regulation of the relative 

proportions of the normal set of fatty acids that are incorporated into TAGs of a given 

species of plant.  

 

An adaptive theory (Linder 2000) was developed earlier to explain the presence of a 

nearly universal latitudinal cline in the relative proportions of saturated and unsaturated 

fatty acids (FAs) in seed oils (triacylglycerols or TAGs). This theory has been supported 

by additional evidence from Helianthus annuus which shows that primarily under 

intraspecific competition, there is a trade-off between total energy stored in seeds and rate 

of energy acquisition during germination at different temperatures given the production 

of the cline. A. thaliana being an inbred species and earlier reports of strong genetic 

correlations between the FA composition of seed TAGs and PLs (Browse et al., 1993; 

Wu et al., 1994; Lemieux et al., 1990) suggested that A. thaliana is not ideal for the study 

of seed oil evolution.  This is the subject of my second chapter. 
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One characteristic for which it would be particularly useful to know more about the 

genetics underlying regulation is the relative proportions of saturated and unsaturated 

fatty acids in TAGs. An understanding of the regulation of the relative proportions of 

saturated and unsaturated fatty acids will help us gain insight into how they play a role in 

plant evolution. In addition, there are some practical benefits, like the relative proportions 

of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids in seed oils are a significant determinant of the 

end use for which an oil is appropriate.  The proportions of some fatty acids in seed oils 

are under strict genetic control, remaining nearly constant under a wide variety of 

environmental conditions (Canvin, 1965; Harris et al., 1978). Proportions of other oils are 

highly variable under different environmental conditions (Canvin, 1965; Steer and Seiler 

1990). In several oil-seed crops, various combinations of temperature (Canvin 1965; 

Harris et al., 1978; Seiler, 1983; Green, 1986), photoperiod (Unger and Thompson 1982; 

Seiler 1983; Seiler 1986), nutritional status (Steer and Seiler 1990), water stress (Dornbos 

and Mullen 1992) and herbivory (Steel and Seiler 1990) have been shown to alter the 

relative proportions of fatty acid in the TAGs. Studies in sunflowers (Helianthus annuus 

L.) show both types of control of relative fatty acid proportions. The relative proportion 

of total saturated fatty acids in the TAGs is largely unaffected by environmental 

influences, whereas the relative proportions of oleic and linoleic acids are strongly 

influenced by temperature during seed development (Canvin 1965; Robertson 1979; 

Seiler 1986). Therefore, knowledge of the genetics that underlie regulation of the relative 

proportions of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids in oil seed crops could be very 

valuable in breeding oil seed crops that are healthier or that have the two types of fatty 

acids in proportions appropriate for different uses. It would also be of basic interest to 

know how the relative proportions of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids are regulated 

in wild plans and what role they have played in plant evolution. In the context of this 

dissertation, I am concerned with genetic differences in the relative proportions of fatty 

acids in TAGs. The widespread occurrence of A. thaliana in the world and with the 

advent of the complete genome of Arabidopsis thaliana, it will be possible to detect the 

underlying genetics of seed oil composition.  
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In plants, seed triacylglycerols (TAGs) and phospholipids (PLs) are two major sinks for 

fatty acid synthesis in developing seeds. There has been some evidence showing genetic 

correlation between TAG and PL fatty acids (Browse et al., 1993; Wu et al., 1994; 

Lemieux et al., 1990). Hence, we needed to investigate the degree to which the two fatty 

acid sinks influenced one another‘s fatty acid composition. Using a large number of wild 

A. thaliana accessions, Chapter 2 demonstrates that there are no significant genetic 

correlations between the two fatty acid compositions of TAGs and PLs in A. thaliana. 

This result shows that the fatty acid compositions of phospholipids are not constraining 

evolution of the fatty acid composition of seed oils which was very important in order to 

examine the seed oil evolution in A. thaliana. We also found evidence supporting 

adaptive evolution in seed oil composition of A. thaliana.  A significant latitudinal cline 

in TAG fatty acid composition was observed where the total proportions of saturated 

fatty acids decreased with increasing latitude. This pattern was not observed in 

phospholipids which have been seen to respond to plastically to temperature (Nishida and 

Murata, 1996). 

 

Chapter 3 is a logical extension of Chapter 2.  Here, we study the underlying genetics of 

seed oil composition in A. thaliana, particularly the relative proportions of the fatty acids 

and the proportions of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids  by performing QTL mapping 

in four RIL populations (Ler-0 x Sha, Ler-0 x Col-4, Ler-2 x Cvi, Ler-0 x No-0).  

Composite interval mapping (CIM) identified thirty two major QTL for 11 traits in the 

Ler-0 x Sha RIL population that account for 3.2-79.8% of phenotypic variance, 23 major 

QTL in the Ler-0 x Col-4 population that explain 7.4-33.8%, 6 major QTL in the Ler-2 x 

Cvi population explaining 12.6 to 19.6% of phenotypic variance and 6 major QTL in the 

Ler-0 x No-0 population explaining 13.9 to 23.4% of the phenotypic variance.  Across 

the four RIL sets, seven of the eight a priori candidate genes were found to collocate with 

one or more QTL. The candidate gene approach has been applied in plant genetics to 

characterize quantitative trait loci (QTL).  In the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population, 18 of the 

32 major QTL collocated with candidate genes and in the Ler-0 x Col-4, 12 of the 23 

major QTL collocated with candidate genes. The collocation of several QTL at the same 
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position suggests the possibility of pleiotropy.  Nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions which 

could be responsible for phenotypic variance of seed oil composition were observed in 

Ler-2 x Cvi population for palmitic (16:0) and arachidic (20:0) acids. Epistasis was 

observed for the eicosenoic (20:1) and eicosadienoic (20:2) acids on chromosomes 3 and 

4 in the Ler-0 and Sha RIL populations and  for oleic acid on chromosomes 1 and 5,  

linolenic acid on chromosomes 3 and 5 and arachidic acid(20:0) on chromosomes 2 and 5 

in the Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL population. The identification of QTL for seed oil composition 

in a model species will help us to understand how the relative proportions of saturated 

and unsaturated fatty acids are regulated in wild plants and their role in plant evolution 

and plant breeding. 

 

Chapter 4 addresses characterization of the candidate genes collocating with the QTL 

identified in the four RIL populations in Chapter 3.  We can partially assess whether the 

candidate genes collocating with the QTL are responsible for the phenotypic variation of 

the traits by studying the allelic variation of the loci. We investigated DNA 

polymorphisms for seven a priori candidate genes in the parental lines (Ler-0, Sha, Col-

4) of two RIL populations (Ler-0 x Sha, Ler-0 x Col-4) alleles of the collocating 

candidate genes.  Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and indels were detected in 

the collocating candidate genes to study the correlation between the sequence variants 

and the particular phenotype. We identified 232 SNPs and 44 indels in the candidate 

genes. We observed 77 SNPs and 24 indels in the region upstream of the 5‘UTR region, 

11 SNPs and 7 indels in the 5‘UTR region,2 SNPs and 1 indel in the 3‘UT region(only in 

ST2) and 62 SNPs and 7 indels in the introns. Sequence variation in the fatty acid genes 

due to SNPs and insertions/deletions should be valuable in tests of association to 

investigate how the relative proportions of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids are 

regulated in wild plants and what role they have played in plant evolution and also in 

breeding oil seed crops that are healthier. 
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Chapter 2:  Plasticity and constraints on fatty acid composition in the   

phospholipids and triacylglycerols of Arabidopsis accessions grown at 

different temperatures 

 

Introduction 

Adaptive evolution is subject to a number of constraining factors that can prevent a 

species from evolving an optimal phenotype for a particular selective pressure. 

Adaptation can be constrained by available genetic variation (Arnold, 1992; Lande, 

1979), and developmental (Smith et al., 1985), biomechanical-chemical (Gould and 

Lewontin, 1979; Roff, 1992; Stearns 1992), and functional (Arnold, 1992; Reznick and 

Travis, 1996) factors.  Such constraints can impose qualitative and quantitative limits on 

adaptation (Arnold, 1992; Smith et al., 1985; Gould and Lewontin, 1979; Dawson et 

al.1977; Perrin and Travis, 1992). Further, natural selection acts upon the whole organism 

rather than on isolated traits, and thus, adaptive evolution may be constrained by the 

interaction between traits that are functionally or physiologically integrated. In fact, 

several studies have revealed that natural selection often involves tradeoffs among 

competing functions and places limits on the course or outcome of adaptive evolution 

(Reznick and Travis,. 1996; Ghalambor et al., 2002; Ghalambor et al., 2004). 

 

Most seed plants at the time of seed production have two major fatty acid (FA) sinks: the 

triacylglycerols (TAGs) in seeds and the phospholipids (PLs) in cellular and other 

membranes (Harwood, 1980).  For the most part, TAGs are highly seed specific, 

occasionally also being produced in large quantities for fruits, e.g., avocado, whereas PLs 

are produced in every cell for production and maintenance of membranes (Harwood, 

1980).   In plants, FAs are synthesized de novo in the plastid and modified there and in 

the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). During synthesis in the plastids, all FAs are initially 

saturated, with unsaturated FAs being produced from these saturated FAs by desaturases 

(Ohlrogge and Browse, 1995).  Generally, plastid-generated FAs are no longer than 18 

carbons and have at most a single degree of desaturation.  The production of PLs and 
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TAGs occurs in the ER using fatty acids exported from the plastid (Ohlrogge et al., 1991; 

Ohlrogge et al., 1993).  In the ER, FAs may be lengthened and more highly desaturated 

before they are incorporated into TAGs and PLs (Sumida and Mudd, 1968; Marshall and 

Kates, 1973; Harwood, 1979; Roughan and Slack, 1980; Stymne and Stobart 1987). Both 

PLs and TAGs are synthesized by adding FAs to a glycerol backbone. 

 

Evidence indicates that variation in the FA composition of both TAGs and PLs has 

played a role in the adaptive evolution of each to temperature (Linder, 2000; Nishida and 

Murata, 1996).  The relative proportions of saturated and unsaturated FAs in seed TAGs 

often shift from high proportions of saturated FAs at low latitudes—where germination 

temperatures are higher—to lower proportions at higher latitudes—where germination 

temperatures are lower (Linder, 2000).  In the case of PLs, studies have shown that when 

temperatures drop, many plants plastically increase the proportion of unsaturated FAs in 

PLs, which is likely an adaptive plastic response to maintain the flexibility of cellular and 

other membranes during cold periods (Nishida and Murata, 1996).  

 

Since the FAs for TAGs and PLs are derived from a common source, selection to 

optimize each lipid class‘s FA composition may be constrained by the selective pressures 

on the other class.  Because, our understanding of the genetics underlying the regulation 

of FA production is still relatively primitive (Ohlrogge and Jaworski, 1997), it is not 

immediately clear how use of particular FAs in PLs and TAGs might affect each lipid 

class‘s FA composition.  The outcome of selection could depend heavily on the 

mechanisms for producing the different pools of FAs.  For example, during cooler 

summers, increased demand for unsaturated FAs in the PLs could limit the availability of 

unsaturated FAs in seed TAGs, causing the proportion of saturated FAs in TAGs to be 

higher than is optimal.  Alternatively, if increased demand for unsaturated FAs in the PLs 

unregulated production of unsaturated FAs, the net effect on the seed TAGs might be 

negligible or could even increase the relative amount of unsaturated fatty acids in them.  

In some plant species, the FA composition of TAGs is decoupled from changes in the FA 

composition of PLs (Gurr, 1980), but this is not universal.  
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Tradeoffs between the FA compositions of seed TAGs and PLs may also depend on the 

seasonal germination and maturation time of the seeds. Seed germination in temperate 

plants often occurs in spring, but those seeds are most often provisioned with TAGs in 

summer when seeds are maturing (Robertson, 1981; Unger, 1980).  The demands for 

particular FAs in PLs during the period of seed maturation may conflict with the most 

appropriate FA composition in the TAGs for optimal germination in the spring.  In 

addition, annual variation in summer temperatures might cause the relative amounts of 

saturated and unsaturated FAs in PLs to vary in different years, further complicating the 

ability of selection to optimize the FA composition of TAGs. 

 

The degree to which PL and TAG production are coupled in Arabidopsis thaliana is not 

known.  Arabidopsis thaliana produces FAs for TAGs and PLs that vary widely in their 

length, degrees of desaturation and melting points (Table 2.1).  Some evidence indicates 

that the FA composition of its seed TAGs might be constrained by FA use in PLs, but this 

is based upon only the inbred Columbia (Col) and Landsberg erecta (Ler) lines (Browse 

et al., 1993; Lemieux et al., 1990; Wu et al., 1994)  Because, the correlation could be an 

artifact of the low genetic variation in the lines, we used 84 wild A. thaliana accessions 

that were collected over a wide latitudinal gradient in Europe (15-66° N), to study 

whether the apparent tradeoffs seen in Col and Ler hold more generally.  We also 

investigated whether a plastic response to temperature in PLs affects the FA composition 

of seed TAGs by growing all 84 accessions at two temperature regimens. Finally, we 

tested the strength of the correlations of the individual FAs within PLs and within TAGs, 

and between PLs and TAGs 
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Materials and Methods 

 

Plant Material 

Eighty-four accessions of wild Arabidopsis thaliana (Table 2.2), collected over a wide 

latitudinal gradient in Europe (15-66° N), were obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological 

Resource Center (http://www.arabidopsis.org/abrc/). 

 

Growing Conditions 

Seeds were imbibed by sprinkling them on moist Metromix 200 soil in individual 2.5
 
" 

pots with 1-3 seeds per pot.  Each line was in its own pot.  Imbibed seeds were cold 

treated at 4°C for 4 days to break dormancy and promote uniform germination.  All 84 

lines were grown under constant light at two different temperature regimens (10°C and 

22-25°C) in growth chambers where the temperature was recorded daily. Two replicates 

were grown per accession. All 84 accessions used were spring germinating and did not 

need vernalization.  Pots were arranged in a 3 X 7 configuration in trays, which were 

covered with clear plastic domes for moisture retention for the first 7 days. The plants 

were bottom watered to 0.5", and the water level was monitored daily. Excess water was 

drained to prevent fungal growth. Plants were fertilized once a week with Peters 20-10-20 

fertilizer and trays were rotated every 2 days to minimize position effects.  When the 

plants began to flower, the number of pots per tray was reduced from 21 to 13, and 

inflorescences were enclosed in plastic sleeves (Aratubes, AS-08, Lehle Seeds) to prevent 

cross pollination. The plants were allowed to self pollinate, and seeds were harvested 

after the siliques ripened and plants had senesced.  

 

Determination of fatty acid composition of phospholipids 

When plants reached the twelve to fourteen leaf stage generally 5-6 days before bolting, 

four or five fresh, healthy leaves were collected from each accession at both temperature 

treatments. Phospholipids were extracted using the Bligh and Dyer method (Bligh and 

Dyer, 1959) to produce fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs).  The FAMEs were resolved on 

a Hewlett-Packard 5890A gas chromatograph using a 30 m 70% Cyanopropyl 

http://www.arabidopsis.org/abrc/
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polysilphenylene-siloxane capillary column (BPx70, SGE, Inc.) and detected by flame 

ionization. For all runs, an initial oven temperature of 190°C was maintained for 5.5 min. 

and then ramped to 240°C at a rate of 7.5°C/min.  Ramping was followed by a final time 

of 0.50 min at 240°C.  Injection volume was 2µl with a 1:100 split ratio, and each sample 

was injected twice to assess run-to-run variation. The results for each run were compiled 

and analyzed by HP Chemstation software (version A.04.02) with the proportion of each 

fatty acid estimated by the area under the curve for each peak as a proportion of the total 

area under the peaks. Six fatty acids (16:0, 16:1, 18:0, 18:1, 18:2, and 18:3, Table 2.1) 

were measured. The identity of the peaks was determined by size standards RM-6 and 

NHI-F (Supelco), which were run at the beginning of each set of extractions. 

 
 

Determination of Seed oil composition 

 

Triacylglycerols were extracted from 15-20 seeds of each lineage-temperature 

combination and converted to FAMEs by the Metcalfe and Wang method (Metcalfe and 

Wang, 1981). The relative proportions of fatty acids were analyzed by using the same 

methods as the PLs.  Ten fatty acids found in A. thaliana seed TAGs (16:0, 18:0, 18:1, 

18:2, 18:3, 20:0, 20:1, 20:2, 20:3 and 22:1, Table 2.1) were measured. The peaks were 

identified using three size standards: RM-6, NHI-F and 189-19 (Supelco). 

 
 

Statistical Analysis 

 

Testing for latitudinal clines 

Because previous work on seed TAGs in other species predicted decreasing levels of 

saturated FAs in the TAGs at higher latitudes, we tested the relationship between latitude 

and FA composition of TAGs and PLs by performing linear regressions.  In addition to 

performing the regression analyses on the total proportion of saturated FAs in the seed 

TAGs and PLs, regression analyses were performed on the individual FAs to see whether 

particular FAs had a latitudinal cline.  For both TAGs and PLs, separate analyses were 

performed on the FAs extracted from the plants grown at each temperature.  All 
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regressions were performed using SYSTAT 10.0 (Wilkinson, 1998). The p-values were 

adjusted for multiple-hypothesis testing in R (version 2.9.0 alpha) using the q-value false 

discovery rate (FDR) plug-in (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003; Storey et al., 2004) and the 

Benjamini and Hochberg method (BH-FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) in the built 

in function, p-adjust.  Default parameters in the q-value module were used except the 

bootstrap method was used wherever possible.  

 

Tests for plastic responses to growing temperature on FA composition 

To determine whether the growing temperature of the plants influenced the FA 

composition of TAGs and PLs, three sets of tests were performed.  First, differences in 

the relative proportions of FAs at the two temperature treatments were tested by 

performing one-way ANCOVAs that included latitude as a covariate, temperature as a 

fixed main effect, and the relative proportions of each FA and the composite measure of 

total saturated FAs as the dependent variable. For FAs found in both TAGs and PLs, we 

also tested for differences in the relative proportions of the FAs in the TAG and PL sinks 

at the two temperature treatments by performing two-way ANCOVAs that included 

latitude as a covariate, growing temperature and lipid type as fixed main effects, and the 

relative proportions of individual/saturated FAs as the dependent variables. Second, we 

performed one-tailed, paired t tests on the response of the relative proportions of FAs to 

high and low growing temperatures in PLs and TAGs to compare the differences in the 

means of the relative proportions of the FAs in PLs and TAGs at different temperatures 

Finally, chi-square tests were performed to determine the association between relative 

proportions of FAs in TAGs and PLs and growing temperature.  P-values were adjusted 

for multiple tests as described in the previous section. 

 

Genetic correlations among FAs 

We analyzed genetic correlations of FA proportions both within PLs and TAGs and 

between PLs and TAGs in plants subjected to high and low temperature treatments to 

assess whether genetic correlations among their FAs constrain the ability of the relative 

levels of the FAs to vary in those sinks. We also estimated phenotypic correlations to test 
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how closely phenotypic correlations reflect their genetic counterparts. For all the 

correlation analyses, Pearson‘s correlation coefficient (r) was calculated for all pairs of 

FAs to evaluate the linear relationship between FAs within and between PLs and TAGs.  

P-values for the correlations were corrected for multiple tests as previously described.  

 

Within TAGs and within PLs, we assessed whether particular types of relationships 

occurred more often than would be expected by chance.  The number of significant 

positive and negative correlations were tallied for the three combinations of FAs: 

saturated: saturated, saturated: unsaturated and unsaturated: unsaturated, and values were 

assessed for both temperature treatments separately and with the data lumped across 

temperature treatments.  These observed values were compared with the numbers that 

would have been expected if it were equally probable to find negative and positive 

correlations in each category.  Expected values among the categories were scaled 

according to their relative possible occurrences.  We calculated Pearson‘s chi-square test, 

the likelihood ratio chi-square test and Fisher‘s exact test in Systat 10.0.  P-values were 

adjusted using methods described earlier.  

 

Heritabilities and Coefficient of Variation 

Broad-sense heritability (H
2
) of the nine fatty acids in seed TAGs were calculated at high 

or low growing temperatures. We also tested to see if the heritability changed if we don‘t 

consider temperature. In the experiment, sample sizes for high and low temperatures were 

not equal.  Since the variance estimates were more accurate when the sample sizes were 

larger, we randomly selected equal-sized samples for estimating variances and therefore 

also heritabilities. A maximum likelihood method was used for the estimation of variance 

components using Systat 10.0 (Wilkinson 1998). Phenotypic variation was partitioned 

into genetic and environmental components of variation using a mixed model approach. 

Genetic or environmental effects were taken into account by including accessions as the 

random effect in the model as described by Meyer (1989). 

 

Results 
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Latitudinal variation in TAGs and PLs 

 

The relative proportion of total saturated FAs in TAGs decreased significantly with 

increasing latitude when plants were grown at  low temperatures (q=0.007, BH-FDR= 

0.024, r
2
=0.191, Fig. 2.1A, Table 2.3).  At high temperature, the slope trended in the 

same direction but was non-significant when controlled for multiple tests, albeit 

marginally for one test (q=0.056; BH-FDR=0.192) (Table 2.3).  The slopes of the high 

and low temperature regressions were nearly identical, with the relative proportions of 

total saturated FAs in TAGs decreasing by 0.1%/degree of latitude.  The relative 

proportion of total saturated FAs in PLs showed no significant relationship with latitude 

when corrected for multiple comparisons for both growing temperatures (q ≥0.347, BH-

FDR ≥0.347). 

 

To assess which of the saturated FAs were most responsible for the latitudinal cline in 

total saturated FAs in TAGs, we examined the regressions of individual saturated FAs 

and saturated FAs in combination. None of the individual saturated FAs exhibited a 

significant latitudinal cline for TAGs (Table 2.3) even though all of them trended to 

lower relative proportions at higher latitudes.  At low temperature, the sum of palmitic 

(16:0) and stearic (18:0) FAs—which comprised more than 90% of the total proportion of 

saturated FAs in TAGs—showed a significant latitudinal cline (q=0.009, BH-FDR= 

0.032, r
2
=0.169, Table 2.3).  A similar, but non-significant trend was seen for 16:0+18:0 

at high temperature.   

 

Finally, we examined the unsaturated FAs in PLs and TAGs to see if any varied 

significantly with respect to latitude. None of the unsaturated FAs in PLs showed a 

significant relationship with latitude, whereas in TAGs, only erucic acid (22:1) in plants 

grown at low temperature varied significantly with latitude (q=0.002, BH-FDR=0.007, 

r
2
=0.251, Fig. 2.1B, Table 2.3), decreasing as latitude increased.  On average, the relative 

proportion of erucic acid decreased by 0.1% /degree of latitude.  
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Plastic responses of TAGs and PLs to growing temperature 

 

Plasticity in TAGs 

The average total saturated FAs in TAGs was higher at higher growing temperatures 

(high temperature=0.126, low temperature=0.112). To further assess this plastic response, 

we performed three tests to assess the plastic responses of the proportions of total 

saturated FAs and each of the individual FAs in TAGs of plants grown at high and low 

temperatures: one-way ANCOVAs that included latitude as a covariate and temperature 

as a fixed main effect, one-tailed paired t-tests, and chi-square tests.   

 

For the saturated FAs, the proportion of total saturated, palmitic (16:0) and arachidic 

(20:0) FAs were significantly different at the two growing temperatures for all three tests 

(total saturated: q<0.001, BH-FDR<0.001; palmitic: q<0.05, BH-FDR<0.05; arachidic: 

q≤0.01,BH-FDR≤0.01, Table 2.4), decreasing at the lower growing temperature.  

Although reaction norms did not show a universal response for all of the accessions 

(Figure 2.2A-2.2C), the results from the tests, particularly the chi-square, indicate that 

many more of them decreased at the lower growing temperature.  

 

For individual unsaturated FAs, all three tests were significant for the relative proportions 

of oleic, linoleic, linolenic and eicosadienoic FAs at high and low growing temperatures 

(oleic: q<0.001, BH-FDR<0.001; linoleic: q<0.01, BH-FDR<0.01; linolenic: q≤0.01, 

BH-FDR ≤0.01; eicosadienoic: q<0.001, BH-FDR<0.001, Table 2.4). For each trait, the 

direction of the reaction norms was not universal for all of the accessions (Figure 2.2D-

2.2G), but the proportions of linoleic, linolenic and eicosadienoic acids generally 

increased for the low temperature treatment, and the proportion of oleic acid decreased. 

 

Plasticity in PLs 

For the FAs in the PLs, the proportions of total saturated, palmitoleic, stearic, oleic and 

linoleic (Table 2.5) FAs varied significantly by growing temperature, and only when 

ANCOVAs were performed (saturated: F1, 112 =9.36, q=0.005, BH-FDR=0.05; 
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palmitoleic: F1, 112=13.45, q=0.001, BH-FDR=0.001; stearic: F1, 112=27.6, q<0.0001, BH-

FDR<0.0001; oleic: F1, 112=12.11, q=0.002, BH-FDR=0.02; linoleic: F1, 

112=7.23,q=0.012, BH-FDR=0.012), indicating that without correction for latitude, other 

factors obscured these trends. The trends of the FAs were not in the expected direction 

because the relative proportions of saturated and stearic acids increased in plants grown 

at low temperature whereas the relative proportion of palmitoleic and linoleic acids 

decreased.  Only the relative proportion of oleic acid decreased at lower temperatures as 

expected. 

 

Genetic and Phenotypic correlation of FAs in TAGs and PLs 

We investigated the genetic correlations between FAs in TAGs and PLs in plants grown 

at high and low temperatures to study whether genetic constraints might influence the FA 

proportions in each sink. We also examined the phenotypic correlations to test to what 

extent phenotypic correlations reflect genetic correlations. We also quantified the genetic 

and phenotypic correlations between individual FAs within TAGs and PLs to see how the 

proportions of fatty acids in each affect one another and to provide some insight into the 

regulation of the relative proportions of fatty acids in each lipid category.  

Genetic and Phenotypic correlations of FAs between TAGs and PLs 

We did not find any significant genetic or phenotypic correlations between the FAs of 

TAGs and PLs irrespective of temperature treatment (Tables 2.6 and 2.7, Figure 2.3). 

Genetic and Phenotypic correlations among FAs in TAGs 

The pairwise correlations among the FAs in TAGs were complex (Tables 2.6 and 2.7, 

Figure 2.3) and did not have a straightforward interpretation. At high temperature, of the 

55 genetic and phenotypic correlations, 42 were in the same direction. Ten of the genetic 

correlations and nine of the phenotypic correlations were significant when controlled for 

multiple tests. Four of these correlations were significant and in the same direction in 

both cases. At low temperature, 54 of the 55 genetic and phenotypic correlations were in 

the same direction. Ten of the genetic correlations and thirteen of the phenotypic 
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correlations were significant when controlled for multiple tests. Ten of these correlations 

were significant and in the same direction in both cases. Two of these genetic and 

phenotypic correlations were significant at both high and low temperature and both of 

them were negative correlations.   

For each class of genetic and phenotypic correlation combinations (saturated: saturated, 

saturated: unsaturated, unsaturated: unsaturated), the relative numbers of significant 

positive and negative correlations did not differ from a null expectation of equal numbers 

whether the data were analyzed by growing temperature or by lumping across growing 

temperatures (x
2
, G-test, and  Fisher‘s exact test: q≥0.298  , BH-FDR≥0.298).   

One might expect reactants and products in pathways to be negatively correlated since 

conversion of one into the other necessarily decreases the reactant and increases the 

product.  When the genetic and phenotypic correlations of single-step reactant-product 

relationships were examined, one significant negative correlation was found for the high 

growing temperature, and one positive and one negative correlation were detected for the 

low temperature treatment in both cases. Allowing one or two steps between reactant and 

product more clearly fit the hypothesis.  At high temperature, four of the significant 

genetic and phenotypic correlations were negative and none were positive, and at low 

temperature four were negative and none was positive.  If the temperature results are 

lumped, there are enough values for a chi-square test, which is significant (chi-square = 

6.4, df = 1, p=value 0.011).  Interestingly, all of the significant cases where 18:1 was the 

reactant were seen at both temperatures and were all negative.   

Genetic and Phenotypic correlations among FAs within PLs 

The pairwise correlations among the FAs in PLs were also complex (Tables 2.6 and 2.7, 

Figure 2.3).  At high temperature, thirteen of the fifteen genetic and phenotypic 

correlations were in the same direction. Six of the genetic and seven of the phenotypic 

correlations were significant when controlled for multiple tests. Six of the correlations 

were significant and in the same direction in both cases. At low temperature, fourteen of 

the fifteen genetic and phenotypic correlations were in the same direction. Seven of the 
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genetic and ten of the phenotypic correlations were significant when controlled for 

multiple tests. Seven of the correlations were significant and in the same direction in both 

the cases.  Of these, four were significant at both high and low temperature.  One was 

positive and three were negative.   

For each class of correlation combinations (saturated: saturated, saturated: unsaturated, 

unsaturated: unsaturated), the relative numbers of significant positive and negative 

correlations did not differ from a null expectation of equal numbers whether the data 

were analyzed by growing temperature or by lumping across growing temperatures (x
2
, 

G-test, Fisher‘s exact test: q≥0.842  , BH-FDR≥0.897).   

As with the FAs in TAGs, we examined whether there was a consistent pattern of 

significant negative correlations between PL fatty acid reactants and products one or two 

steps apart.  In all cases, only a small number of reactant-product relationships were 

significantly correlated, preventing any statistical analysis. Also, in all cases the number 

of significant positive and negative correlations differed by just one.   

Heritabilities of FAs in seed TAGs 

Broad-sense heritability of the nine fatty acids (FA) in seed TAGs in A. thaliana were 

estimated at high and low growing temperatures. We also tested to see if the heritability 

changed if we don‘t consider temperature. We also looked at estimated genetic 

correlations (Table 2.6 and 2.7) between different FAs in order to study if there is a 

significant relationship between FAs having high heritability.  If FAs with high 

heritabilities are also genetically correlated then selection on a subset of FAs could lead 

to indirect responses to selection. 

  

For five of the nine FAs, growing temperature changed their broad-sense heritabilities by 

less than 10%.  For the remaining four FAs, heritability differences between growing 

temperatures varied between 26% and 77% indicating growing temperature affected the 

variance components differently at different temperatures.  The observed heritability of 

the nine FAs was high (≥30%), medium (≥15%) and low (< 15%).  
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For the FAs whose heritabilities did not respond much to temperature, three of the FAs  

showed  high heritability ranging from 0.80 to 0.93 , one FA showed medium heritability 

ranging  from 0.17 to 0.25 and one  FA showed low heritability ranging from <.001 to 

0.08. For the four FAs whose heritability differed by temperature, heritabilities ranged 

from <.001% to 92% (Table 2.8).   

 

 High heritability (0.80-0.93) was observed for palmitic, arachidic and erucic acids 

irrespective of temperature.  Medium heritability (0.17 - 0.25) was observed for 

eicosadienoic acid at high and low growing temperatures. Low heritability (<0.001-0.08) 

was observed for linolenic acid at both temperature treatments (Table 2.8). An effect of 

temperature on the heritability of stearic, oleic, linoleic and eicosenoic acids was 

observed. Stearic acid showed high heritability at high (H
2 

= 0.63) and low (H
2
 = 0.89) 

growing temperatures, but the difference in heritabilities at different temperatures varied 

by 26%. For oleic acid temperature had an inverse effect on heritability.  Heritability of 

oleic acid was low (<0.001%) at high growing temperature and high (0.36) at low 

growing temperature. Heritability of linoleic acid was high (H
2
=0.5) at high temperature 

treatment and low (H
2
 = 0.03) at low temperature treatment. Heritability of eicosenoic 

acid was high (H
2
 = 0.92) at high temperature treatment and medium (H

2
 = 0.15) at low 

temperature treatment (Table 2.8). 

 

Further, estimation of genetic correlations showed significant positive correlations 

between arachidic and erucic acids and stearic and erucic acids at high temperature 

treatment. Significant negative correlations were observed between arachidic and 

linoleic, erucic and eicosenoic and stearic and eicosenoic acids at high temperature 

treatment. A significant negative correlation was observed between erucic and oleic acids 

at low temperature treatment.  

 

Discussion 

Evidence for a latitudinal cline 
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As predicted by the adaptive theory (Linder, 2000), A. thaliana accessions follow a 

latitudinal cline for total saturated FA composition in their TAGs (Figure 2.1) 

independent of the growing temperature.  The relative proportion of total saturated FAs in 

TAGs of A. thaliana accessions decreased with latitude as predicted and in accordance 

with other species with broad latitudinal distributions (Linder, 2000). The pattern was 

clearly significant at low growing temperatures and a nearly significant cline was 

observed at high growing temperatures.  

 

Compared to prior work with Helianthus (Linder, 2000), the scatter around the regression 

was greater.  At least two explanations might account for the difference.  First, because 

the Helianthus species studied are self-incompatible (Rieseberg et al., 1988a; Jain et al., 

1992; Wolf et al.; 1999), and A. thaliana is not (Abbott and Gomes, 1989; Lawrence, 

1976; Todokoro et al., 1995), it could be that the higher level of inbreeding in A. thaliana 

reduced genetic variation available to selection for optimizing the relative proportions of 

saturated and unsaturated FA in TAGs.  Second, the much smaller seed size of A. 

thaliana may have promoted longer distance migration of its seeds in transported soil or 

other material, and the higher rate of gene flow could be countering selection.  Since 

these explanations are not mutually exclusive, both could be operating.  A third 

explanation, that genetic variation was depleted in populations as A. thaliana‘s range 

expanded northward after the last ice age (due to repeated founding events) seems less 

likely because Helianthus likely underwent a similar range expansion in North America 

after the last ice age. 

 

When the FAs were examined individually, only one (erucic acid: 22:1) in TAGs showed 

significant clinal variation (Table 2.3).  However, all individual TAG FAs either trended 

in the expected directions based upon their melting points or showed no trend.  FAs 

having melting points above 20°C and showing a trend all decreased at higher latitudes, 

and all FAs having melting points below 20°C and showing a trend increased at higher 

latitudes.  Special comment needs to be made about erucic acid‘s trend to lower levels at 

higher latitudes.  In addition to having a relatively high melting point, erucic acid also is 
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known to be unpalatable to many species of animals (Gurr, 1980; Stefansson and 

Downey 1995).  Since herbivory generally decreases at higher latitudes (Janzen, 1970; 

Connell, 1971; Seigler, 1979) selection might be stronger for higher levels of erucic acid 

at lower latitude.  Thus, both germination temperature and herbivory could be selecting 

for the relative proportions of erucic acid.    

 

For the PLs, no clear relationship was observed between latitude and FA composition.  

This might be expected because of previous work demonstrating adaptive plastic 

responses to temperature in the FA composition of PLs (Nishida and Murata, 1996).  

Adaptive plastic responses would weaken selection on genetically deterministic FA 

composition.  However, we found no evidence for consistent adaptive plastic responses to 

growing temperature in A. thaliana (see below).  Perhaps selection on seed TAGs has 

been stronger than that on the PLs, but at this time we do not have an explanation for the 

behavior of the FAs in the PLs. 

 

Plastic responses of FA composition to growing temperature 

In TAGs, palmitic (16:0), arachidic (20:0), oleic (18:1), linoleic (18:2), linolenic (18:3) 

and eicosadienoic (20:2) FAs responded plastically to growing temperature, with the 

possible exception of oleic acid all of these FAs responded to growing temperature in 

directions that would be adaptively plastic.  Higher melting point FAs decreased at the 

lower growing temperature and lower melting point FAs increased. Oleic acid has a 

relatively low melting point (13.4°C), but it decreased at the lower growing temperature.   

This may be a consequence of the biosynthetic pathway that links oleic acid with linoleic 

and linolenic acid.  The latter two saturated fatty acids have much lower melting points.  

Linoleic acid is produced by desaturating oleic acid, and linolenic acid is produced by 

desaturating linoleic acid.  Therefore, plastically lowering the melting point of TAGs by 

increasing the relative proportions of linoleic and linolenic acid may decrease the relative 

amount of oleic acid.  This conjecture is supported also by the negative correlation 

between oleic and linolenic acid and the negative correlation between linoleic and 

linolenic acids (Figure 2.2E-F) 
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In contrast, only one of the FAs of PLs (oleic acid) responded plastically to growing 

temperature as expected based on prior work on adaptive cold tolerance in membrane 

lipids (Nishida and Murata, 1996, Table 2.5).  This result is very surprising and deserves 

further study.  Several other studies have demonstrated cold acclimation of plasma 

membranes in A. thaliana when temperatures drop below freezing (Uemura et al., 1995; 

Welti. et al., 2002; Yamada et al., 2002; Kawamura and Uemura, 2003; Minami et al. 

2009) but little has been done at the temperature used for our high temperature treatment.  

Since A. thaliana is a cool weather species, it might grow so consistently under cooler 

temperatures that selection has been relaxed on plastic acclimation of the FA composition 

of its PLs, at the temperatures we provided.  However, this seems unlikely given the 

temperatures in Europe when A. thaliana is setting seed and the appropriate plastic 

responses of the TAGs. 

 

One might also conjecture that the adaptive plastic response of the FAs in TAGs is 

constraining the adaptive plasticity of the PLs.  However, the complete lack of significant 

correlations between any TAG and PL fatty acids (Figure 2.3) indicates clearly that it is 

unlikely. 

 

 Correlations of FA composition between and within TAGs and PLs 

Prior studies on the Ler and Col accessions in A. thaliana indicated some genetic 

correlation between the FA compositions of seed TAGs and leaf PLs (Browse et al., 

1993; Lemieux et al.; 1990; Wu et al., 1994). Our study of a broad latitudinal range of 

eighty-four wild accessions showed no evidence of these correlations. This suggests that 

evolutionarily each lipid category is largely unconstrained by the other and can evolve 

independently of other within the constraints of available genetic variation. 

 

The regulation of the relative amounts of FA types in PLs and TAGs is very complex and 

the subject of much ongoing research (Falcone et al., 2004).  Our analysis of the genetic 

correlations among pairs of FAs yielded only a little insight into the mechanisms that 
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cause the amounts of some FAs to influence the amounts of other FAs.  Within the TAGs 

we did find some evidence that reactant-product relationships were causing negative 

relationships between some FA reactants and products sources and sinks of FAs, this 

potential explanation applied to less than half of the significant correlations among the 

TAG fatty acids (nine of twenty-one).  In the case of the PLs some significant reactant-

product correlations were also seen, but on balance, approximately half were positive and 

half were negative. 

Conclusions 

We report the first evidence supporting adaptive evolution of seed TAGs in A. thaliana 

on a latitudinal cline and the first evidence that the plastic responses of seed TAGs to 

growing temperature appear to be adaptive.  We show that genetic correlations between 

the FAs in TAGs and PLs are not significant, indicating selection can act on seed TAGs 

without being constrained by the FA requirements of PLs.  Because of the many genetic 

tools for manipulating A. thaliana, it is an excellent system for studying the mechanisms 

of the evolution of seed oil composition.  

 

Surprisingly, we found no evidence for adaptive plastic responses of PLs to growing 

temperature at the temperatures used in our experiments.  Given the evidence for adaptive 

plasticity at cool temperatures, this finding deserves further study. 
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Chapter 3: Quantitative trait loci for seed oil composition in four 

recombinant inbred populations in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana 

 

Introduction: 

For species of plants producing oil seeds, inter- and intraspecific seed oil composition—

the types and relative proportions of triacylglycerols (TAGs) in seeds—varies widely.  

Nonetheless, the relative proportion of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids (FAs) in seed 

oils appears to have been under strong selection on a latitudinal cline at both macro- and 

microevolutionary scales (Linder 2000).  Human beings have exploited this natural 

variation to produce vegetable oils with different properties for consumption and 

industry.  However, our understanding of the genetics underlying the regulation of FA 

and TAG synthesis in natural systems is still limited (Ohlrogge and Jaworski 1997). 

Developing an understanding of the genetics of the regulation of the relative proportions 

of saturated and unsaturated FAs in seed oils could be very valuable for understanding 

how FAs are regulated in wild plants and the role they have played in plant evolution and 

also in breeding oil seed crops that are healthier. 

In recent years, our understanding of the biosynthesis of seed TAGs has progressed 

rapidly (Browse and Somerville 1991; Ohlrogge and Browse 1995; Harwood 1996). 

Many of the genes responsible for de novo fatty acid (FA) synthesis in plastids and FA 

and TAG synthesis in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) have been characterized (Ohlrogge 

and Jaworski, 1997). Three characteristics of seed oil are genetically regulated: (1) oil 

content (the proportion of total seed weight constituted by oils), (2) the types of FAs 

found in seed oils, and (3) the relative proportions of FAs in seed oils. Regulation of the 

relative proportions of FAs in TAGs includes differences that are strictly genetic and also 

ones that are plastic under different environmental conditions (Canvin 1965; Robertson 

1979; Seiler 1986). The proportions of some FAs in seed oils are under strict genetic 

control, being nearly constant under a wide variety of environmental conditions (Canvin 

1965; Harris et al., 1978). The proportions of other FAs in seed oils are highly variable 

under different environmental conditions (Canvin 1965; Yermanos and Goodin 1965; 
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Seiler 1983; Green 1986; Steer and Seiler 1990). Studies in Helianthus annuus show both 

types of control of FA proportions. In Helianthus annuus, the relative proportions of 

saturated FAs in TAGs is largely unaffected by environmental influences, while the 

relative proportions of oleic and linoleic acids are strongly influenced by temperature 

during seed development (Canvin 1965; Robertson 1979; Seiler 1986).  

 

The relative proportions of FAs in seed TAGs are quantitative traits. With the advent of 

molecular markers and the development of quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping 

procedures, and candidate gene approach (Kearsay and Harpal 1996; Roff 1997; Lynch 

and Walsh 1998), we can gain insight into the regulation of the relative proportions of 

FAs in TAGs in seed oils. QTL analysis is lacking for the relative proportions of FAs in 

seed TAGs. It has been seen that loci for which qualitative mutants have been identified 

also have quantitative alleles. At the molecular level, qualitative mutants result from 

mutations producing a non-functional gene product whereas quantitative alleles may 

result from point mutations producing less efficient product and resulting in subtle 

differences in phenotype (Robertson 1985, 1989) or from changes in gene expression.  

 

In Arabidopsis, mutagenesis experiments have facilitated the identification of genes 

responsible for FA elongation and desaturation (James and Dooner, 1990; Lemieux et al., 

1990; Arondel et al., 1993; Okuley et al., 1994; James et al., 1995). Since then, QTL 

affecting FA composition that collocate with loci for FA elongase and desaturase genes 

have been identified in Brassica species, sunflower, maize and Arabidopsis (Alrefai et al., 

1995; Ecke et al., 1995; Jourdren et al., 1996; Cheung et al., 1998; Fourmann et al., 1998; 

Lionneton et al., 2002; Perez-Vich et al., 2002; Burns et al., 2003; Mikkilineni and 

Rocheford, 2003, Hobbs et al., 2004).Based on prior knowledge of the seed oil 

biosynthetic pathway from mutant studies (Browse and Somerville 1991; Ohlrogge and 

Browse 1995; Harwood 1996) we identified 8 candidate genes potentially responsible for 

regulating the relative proportions of fatty acids in A. thaliana (Table 3.1, Figure 3.1).  

De novo fatty acid synthesis in plants begins in the plastid where an elongating saturated 

fatty acid chain begins at 4 carbons and proceeds until it is 16 or 18 carbons in length 
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when FATB and FATA, respectively terminate elongation. The enzyme responsible for 

elongating the saturated FA chain is KAS II. In some species FAs shorter than 16 carbons 

are produced by specialized fatty acid thioesterases, but this is not the case for A. 

thaliana, so they are not considered here. The only unsaturated fatty acid produced in the 

plastid is oleic acid (18:1) which is catalyzed by delta-9-stearoyl desaturase (ST). 

Palmitic (16:0), stearic (18:0), and oleic (18:1) FAs are exported from the plastid to the 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) where they are further modified by enzymes embedded in 

the membrane. Fatty acid desaturase 2 (FAD2) converts 18:1 to 18:2, and fatty acid 

desaturase 3 (FAD3) converts 18:2 to 18:3.  Fatty acid elongase (FAE1) elongates 18-

carbon FAs to 20-carbon FAs and some 20-carbon FAs to 22 carbon FAs (Table 3.1).  

 

Natural variation in the relative proportions of saturated and unsaturated FAs, chain 

length and degrees of saturation in TAGs is enormous when considered across a broad 

taxonomic range of oil seeds (Eckey 1954; Hilditch and Williams 1964). The TAGs of 

some species consist of greater than 90% saturated FAs (e.g., some species of Cuphea), 

whereas others have less than 6% saturated FAs (e.g., canola: Brassica napus and B. 

rapa). Considerable genetic variation for relative proportions of saturated and unsaturated 

FAs have also been observed within species. In wild sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.), 

the relative proportions of saturated FAs between populations vary between 5 to 13% 

(Linder 2000). Natural variation in seed oil composition in A. thaliana is extensive 

(O‘Neill et al. 2003). In this study very long chain FA (VLCFA) content ranged from 13 

to 21.2% of total fatty acids, and PUFA content ranged from 53.3 to 66.1% of total fatty 

acids.   

 

Recent studies have shown considerable variation in the FA composition in seed oil of         

A. thaliana suggesting that populations derived from selected crosses between parental 

lines differing in traits will be useful for investigating these traits (Millar and Kunst, 

1999; O‘Neill et al, 2003). Previous work has been done to identify QTLs responsible for 

regulating the seed oil content and seed oil composition in A. thaliana in the recombinant 

inbred line (RIL) population derived from a cross between the Cape Verdi Islands (Cvi) 
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accession and the Landsberg erecta (Ler) laboratory strains (Hobbs et al, 2004). 

However, sets of QTL identified will often be population-specific (Lynch and Walsh 

1998). Hence, determining genetic architecture of a trait made from a single population, 

either natural or experimental, is likely to describe only a small part of the ―global genetic 

architecture‖ for a trait within a species (Symonds et al. 2005). In order to understand the 

nature of genetic variation which is responsible for controlling quantitative trait variation, 

many experimental segregating populations, derived from a diverse array of accessions is 

needed (Tonsor et al. 2005).  

Here we present mapping of QTL for seed oil composition in the Ler -0 x Sha, Ler-0 x 

Col-4, Ler-2 x Cvi and Ler-0 x No-0 RIL populations (Table 3.2) to capture the range of 

genetic variation responsible for seed oil composition.  We also determine the extent to 

which the identified QTL collocate with our a priori candidate genes. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Plant Material 

Mapping populations 

Four recombinant inbred line (RIL) mapping populations were used in this study. Seed 

for four populations, Ler-0 x Sha (El-Lithy et al. 2004), Ler-0 x Col-4 (Lister and Dean 

1993), Ler-2 x Cvi (Alonso-Blanco et al. 1998), and Ler-0 x No-0 (Magliano et al. 2005) 

were obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center 

(http://www.arabidopsis.org/abrc/). All four populations were genotyped in the F8 

generation or later, yielding lines greater than 99% homozygous; genotyping details for 

each population can be found in the original descriptions cited above and at The 

Arabidopsis Information Service (http://www.arabidopsis.org) and Nottingham 

Arabidopsis Stock Center (http://nasc.nott.ac.uk) web sites. The numbers of RILs and 

markers used for mapping in each population are listed in Table 3.2. 

 

 

 

http://www.arabidopsis.org/abrc/
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Determination of Fatty Acid Composition of Triacylglycerols 

Triacylglycerols (TAGs) were extracted from 15-20 of seeds of each ecotype-temperature 

combination and converted to FAMEs (Metcalfe and Wang 1981). The FAMEs were 

resolved on a Hewlett-Packard 5890A gas chromatograph using a 30 m 70% 

Cyanopropyl polysilphenylene-siloxane capillary column (BPx70, SGE, Inc) and 

detected by flame ionization. For all runs, an initial oven temperature of 190°C was 

maintained for 5.5 min. and then ramped to 240°C at a rate of 7.5°C/min.  Ramping was 

followed by a final time of 0.50 min at 240°C.  Injection volume was 2µl with a 1:100 

split ratio. The results for each run were compiled and analyzed by HP Chemstation 

software (version A.04.02) with the proportion of each fatty acid estimated by the area 

under the curve for each peak as a proportion of the total area under the peaks. Nine fatty 

acids found in A. thaliana seeds (16:0, 18:0, 18:1, 18:2, 18:3, 20:0, 20:1, 20:2 and 22:1) 

were measured. The peaks were identified using three size standards, (RM-6, NHI-F and 

189-19 (Supelco). 

 

Statistical Analysis 

The Ler-0 x Sha, Ler-0 x Col-4, Ler-2 x Cvi and Ler-0 x No-0 RIL populations have 

previously been genotyped (Lister and Dean 1993, Alonso-Blanco et al.1998, El-Lithy et 

al. 2004, Magliano et al. 2005). The relative proportions of total saturated fatty acids , 

individual fatty acids and fatty acids present in plastids (≤ 18:1) in triacylglycerols were 

used for QTL mapping within Windows QTL Cartographer v2.5 (Wang et al. 2007), 

supplied via http://statgen.ncsu.edu/qtlcart/cartographer.html. Composite interval 

mapping (CIM) was implemented using Zmap (Model 6) with a 10 cM window and an 

interval mapping increment of 2 cM. Forward regression was used to identify five 

cofactors per quantitative trait. The declaration of statistically significant QTL was based 

on permutation-derived empirical thresholds using 1,000 permutations for each trait 

mapped at a P value of 0.05. The estimated additive effect and the percentage of variance 

explained by all the QTL affecting a trait were obtained from the software using the CIM 

model.  These RIL sets was also analyzed for epistatic interactions between QTLs using 

R/qtl (Broman et al, 2003), supplied via http://www.rqtl.org. T-tests and ANOVAs were 
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performed using Systat 12 to calculate the effect of the genotypes for each trait in the four 

RIL populations. We also tested for nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions for all QTL 

identified in the Ler-2 x Cvi RIL population by performing a 2-way ANOVA with 

phenotype as the dependent variable and markers and cytoplasm as independent 

variables. We estimated genetic correlations among traits as the standard Pearson product 

moment pairwise correlation between the 11 traits in all the four RIL populations using 

Systat 12. The p-values were adjusted for multiple-hypothesis testing in R (version 2.9.0 

alpha) using the q-value false discovery rate (FDR) plug-in (Storey et al.2003, 2004) and 

the Benjamini and Hochberg method (BH-FDR) (Benjamini et al. 1995) in the built in 

function, p-adjust.  Default parameters in the q-value module were used except the 

bootstrap method was used wherever possible. 

 

Results  

 

Variation and correlation between the constituent fatty acids in the four RIL 

populations 

 The frequency distribution of the 11 traits in the four RIL populations showed 

continuous phenotypic variation  and transgressive segregation (lines with relative 

proportions of fatty acids greater and lesser than the values of the higher and lower 

parent, data not shown) in both directions suggesting action of multiple genes. The broad-

sense heritability of the traits in the four RIL populations ranged from 0.86 to 0.93. 

 

QTL identification 

An evaluation of the 11 quantitative traits (Table 3.1) in the four RIL populations (Ler-0 

x Sha, Ler-0 x Col-4, Ler-2 x Cvi and Ler-0 x No-0) identified 67 QTL in all the four 

RIL populations. The major QTL identified in each of the RIL populations are listed in 

Tables 3.7-3.10 and shown in Figures 3.2-3.5. Thirty two major QTL, of which 18 

collocated with candidate genes were detected in the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population (Table 

3.7, Figure 3.2); 23 major QTL, of which 12 collocated with candidate genes were 

detected in the Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL population (Table 3.8, Figure 3.3); 6 major QTL were 
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detected each in the Ler-2 x Cvi (Table 3.9, Figure 3.4) and also the Ler-0 x No-0 (Table 

3.10, Figure 3.5) RIL populations. The QTL detected in the Ler-2 x Cvi and Ler-0 x No-

0 RIL populations did not collocate with candidate genes.  

 

Correlation coefficients and pleiotropy in the four RIL populations 

We investigated the correlations between the 11 traits to study whether there was a 

significant correlation between traits for which we identified overlapping QTL peaks.  A 

total of 33 significant correlation coefficients were observed among the traits in the Ler-0 

x Sha RIL population (Table 3.3). Nineteen of these correlation coefficients showed 

collocating QTL for both the traits (Table 3.7, Figure 3.2). This co-localization of QTL 

for different traits could be due to pleiotropy or physical linkage. A total of 31 significant 

correlation coefficients were observed between the traits in the Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL 

population (Table 3.4), 6 of which showed collocating QTL for both the traits (Table 3.8, 

Figure 3.3). Three overlapping QTL for oleic, linoleic and fatty acids present in plastids 

were identified at the top of chromosome 3 in both Ler-0 x Sha and Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL 

populations. All the 6 overlapping QTL in the two RIL populations collocated with 

candidate genes FAE1 and FAD2 (Tables 3.7 and 3.8; Figures 3.2 and 3.3). In the Ler-2 

x Cvi population, 29 significant correlation coefficients were observed (Table 3.5), 2 of 

which showed collocating QTL for both the traits (Table 3.9, Figure 3.4). We observed 

25 significant correlation coefficients in the Ler-0 x No-0 RIL population (Table 3.6), 

with one showing collocating QTL for both the traits (Table 3.10, Figure 3.5) suggesting 

pleiotropy or linkage.  

 

QTL for palmitic acid (16:0) 

In the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population, two major QTL (LS1.16, LS3.16) were observed for 

palmitic acid on chromosomes 1 and 3 with total explained variances of 25.4% and 

10.3%. The total phenotypic variances were 48% and 47%.The two QTL had Ler as the 

contributing parental allele (Table 3.7, Figure 3.2). In the Ler-0 x Col-4 population, two 

major QTL (LC1.16a, LC1.16b) for palmitic acid on chromosome 1 with explained 

variances of 12.77% and 14 % were identified. The total phenotypic variances were 36% 
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and 40%.  One QTL (LC1.16b) collocated with the candidate gene KASII (Table 3.8, 

Figure 3.3).  The two QTL had Ler as the contributing allele. In the Ler-2 x Cvi 

population three major QTL (LCv1.16, LCv4.16a, LCv4.16b) for palmitic acid were 

detected on chromosomes 1 and 4.  One major QTL (LCv1.16), which explained 12.6 % 

of the variance, was detected on chromosome 1, and two major QTL (LCv4.16a, 

LCv4.16b), which explained 15.6% and 19.6 % respectively of the variance, were 

identified on chromosome 4. Two QTL (LCv1.16, LCv4.16b) had Ler as the contributing 

allele whereas 1 QTL (LCv4.16a) had Cvi as the contributing allele. The total phenotypic 

variances were 45 and 46.5% (Table 3.9, Figure 3.4). In the Ler-0 x No-0 population, two 

major QTL (LN1.16, LN3.16) for palmitic acid were detected on chromosomes 1 and 3 

with explained variances of 23.4% and 13.9% (Table 3.10, Figure 3.5). The total 

phenotypic variances were 51.7% and 47.4%. Ler was the contributing allele for both the 

QTL. 

 

QTL for stearic acid (18:0) 

In the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population, two major QTL (LS1.18, LS2.18) for stearic acid on 

chromosomes 1 and 2 with total explained variances of 13% and 33.6% and phenotypic 

variances of 69% and 71.6% were identified (Table 3.7, Figure 3.2). The two QTL had 

Ler as the contributing parental allele. In the Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL population, one major 

QTL (LC5.18a) for stearic acid (18:0) which collocated with candidate genes ST1 and 

ST2 on chromosome 5 with explained variance of 27.7% and total phenotypic variance of 

45% were identified. In addition two other QTL (LC5.18b, LC5.18c) were identified for 

stearic acid with explained variances of 10.8% and 10.4% and total phenotypic variances 

of 44.8% and 44.3% (Table3.8, Figure 3.3). Ler was the contributing allele for all 3 QTL. 

 

QTL for oleic acid (18:1) 

In the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population, three major QTL (LS2.181, LS3.181, LS4.181) for 

oleic acid were identified on chromosomes 2, 3 and 4 with total explained variances of 

5%, 57.8% and 6.5%. The total phenotypic variances were 79%, 73% and 78% (Table 

3.7, Figure 3.2).In the Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL population, three major QTL (LC1.181, 
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LC3.181, LC5.181) for oleic acid were identified on chromosomes 1, 3 and 5 with 

explained variances of 7.4%, 41.3% and 9.9%. The total phenotypic variances were 

58.4%, 57.8% and 57% (Table 3.8, Figure 3.3). Two QTL (LS3.181, LC3.181) on 

chromosome 3 collocated with 2 candidate genes , FAE1 and FAD2 (Tables 3.7 and 3.8; 

Figures 3.2 and 3.3) in both Ler-0 x Sha and Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL populations.  All the QTL 

in both the RIL populations had Ler as the contributing parent allele. 

 

QTL for linoleic acid (18:2) 

In the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population, four major QTL (LS3.182a, LS3.182b, LS4.182, 

LS5.182) for linoleic acid were identified on chromosomes 3, 4 and 5 with total 

explained variances of 49.8%, 4% and 3.4%. The total phenotypic variances were 83.8%, 

86.8% and 86.2%. One QTL (LS3.182a) on chromosome 3 collocates with 2 candidate 

genes FAD2 and FAE1. One QTL (LS4.182) collocates with 2 candidate genes FAE3 

and FAE4 (Table3.7, Figure 3.2). In the Ler -0 x Col -4 RIL population, two major QTL 

(LC2.182, LC3.182) for linoleic acid with explained variances of 11.7% and 33.8% were 

identified on chromosomes 2 and 3 respectively. The total phenotypic variance was 66%. 

One QTL (LC2.182) on chromosome 2 collocates with candidate gene FAD3 and the 

other QTL (LC3.182) on chromosome 3 collocates with FAE1 and FAD2 (Table 3.8, 

Figure 3.3). All the QTL in both the RIL populations had Ler as the contributing parent 

allele. 

 

QTL for linolenic acid (18:3) 

In the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population, two major QTL (LS3.183, LS4.183) for linolenic acid 

were identified on chromosome 3 which collocates with FAE2 and chromosome 4 which 

collocates with FAE1 with explained variances of 16.8% and 12.3%. The total 

phenotypic variances were 51.2% and 46% (Table 3.7, Figure 3.2). In the Ler-0 x Col-4 

RIL population, three major QTL (LC2.183, LC3.183, LC5.183) for linolenic acid with 

explained variances of 11.4%, 13% and 12.8% were identified on chromosomes 2, 3 and 

5. The total phenotypic variances were 41.97%, 41.5% and 41.3%. One QTL (LC2.183) 

on chromosome 2 collocates with FAD3 (Table 3.8, Figure 3.3). In the Ler-0 x No-0 
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population, two major QTL (LN2.183, LN4.183) for linolenic acid with explained 

variances of 21.8% and 27.9% were detected. The total phenotypic variances were 61.6% 

and 54% (Table 3.10, Figure 3.5). All the QTL had Ler as the contributing parental allele. 

 

QTL for arachidic acid (20:0) 

In the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population, four major QTL (LS2.20a, LS2.20b, LS4.20, LS5.20) 

for arachidic acid were identified on chromosomes 2, 4 and 5 with explained variances 

varying between 12.1 to 16.7%. Two of the major QTL (LS2.20a, LS2.20b) were on 

chromosome 2. The total phenotypic variances were 60%, 62.8%, 57.5% and 56.4%.  

Three of the QTL collocate with candidate genes. One QTL (LS2.20a) on chromosome 2 

collocates with candidate gene DAGAT.  QTL LS4.20 on chromosome 4 collocates with 

2 candidate genes FAE3 and FAE4. QTL LS5.20 on chromosome 5 collocates with 2 

candidate genes ST1 and ST2 (Tables 3.7, Figure 3.2). In the Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL 

population, two major QTL (LC2.20, LC5.20) for arachidic acid (20:0) with explained 

variances of 11.8% and 10.9% on chromosomes 2 and 5 were identified (Table 3.8, 

Figure 3.3).  The total phenotypic variance was 36%. Ler is the contributing parental 

allele for the QTL in the Ler-0 x Sha and Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL populations. In the Ler-2 x 

Cvi RIL population, one major QTL (LCv5.20) for arachidic acid with explained 

variance of 15.3% was identified on chromosome 5. The total phenotypic variance was 

37.9% (Table 3.9, Figure 3.4). The contributing parental allele for the QTL was Cvi. 

 

QTL for eicosenoic acid (20:1) 

In the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population, four major QTL (LS1.201, LS3.201, LS4.201, 

LS5.201) for eicosenoic acid were identified on chromosomes 1, 3, 4 and 5 with 

explained variances of 4%, 7%, 79.8% and 3.2 %. The total phenotypic variances were 

82.6%, 81.8%, 79.8% and 82.3%.  QTL LS3.201 on chromosome 3 collocates with 

candidate genes FAD2 and FAE1 and QTL LS4.201 on chromosome 4 collocate with 

FAE3 and FAE4 (Table 3.7, Figure 3.2). Ler was the contributing parental allele for 

LS1.201, LS3.201 and LS4.201 whereas Sha was the contributing allele for LS5.201 

(Table3.7). In the Ler-2 x Cvi RIL population, one major QTL (LCv1.201) for eicosenoic 
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acid with explained variance of 13.7% and total phenotypic variance of 35.8% was 

identified on chromosome 1(Table 3.9, Figure 3.4).  The contributing parental allele for 

QTL LCv1.201 was Ler. 

 

QTL for eicosadienoic acid (20:2) 

In the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population, three major QTL (LS2.202, LS3.202, LS4.202) for 

eicosadienoic acid on chromosomes 2, 3 and 4 with explained variances of 3%, 61.5% 

and 11.2% were identified. The total phenotypic variances were 85.7%, 80.3% and 

86.4%.The QTL LS3.202 on chromosome 3 collocates with candidate genes FAD2 and 

FAE1 and QTL LS4.202 on chromosome 4 collocates with 2 candidate genes FAE3 and 

FAE4 (Table 3.7, Figure 3.2). In the Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL population, two major QTL 

(LC2.202, LC3.202) for eicosadienoic acid with explained variances of 10% and 40% 

were identified on chromosomes 2 and 3. The total phenotypic variances were 56.3% and 

57%. QTL LC2.202 on chromosome 2 collocates with FAD3 (Table 3.8, Figure 3.3). In 

the Ler-0 x No-0(LN5.202) RIL population, one major QTL for eicosadienoic acid was 

detected on chromosome 5 with an explained variance of 22.8% and total phenotypic 

variance of 49.5%(Table 3.10, Figure 3.5).  The contributing parental allele for all the 

QTL was Ler.  

 

QTL for erucic acid (22:1) 

In the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population, three major QTL (LS1.221, LS4.221, LS5.221) for 

erucic acid on chromosome 1, 4 and 5 with explained variances of 21.2%, 61.2% and 

19.8% were identified. The total phenotypic variances were 59.6%, 61.2%, 57.5%. QTL 

LS4.221 on chromosome 4 collocated with FAE3 and FAE4 (Table 3.7, Figure 3.2). In 

the Ler-0 x Col-4 population, two major QTL (LC1.221, LC4.22.1) for erucic acid with 

explained variances of 12% and 17.5% on chromosomes 1 and 4 were identified. The 

total phenotypic variances were 33.6% and 33% respectively.  QTL LC1.221on 

chromosome 1 collocated with FATB and the QTL LC4.221 on chromosome 4 

collocated with FAE3 and FAE4 respectively (Table 3.8, Figure 3.3). The contributing 

parental allele was Ler for all the QTL in both the RIL populations. 
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QTL for total saturated fatty acids (16:0+18:0+20:0) 

In the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population, one major QTL (LS1.Sat) for total saturated fatty acid 

with an explained variance of 31.5% was identified on chromosome 1.  The total 

phenotypic variance was 51.1% (Table 3.7, Figure 3.2). In the Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL 

population, two major QTL (LC1.Sat, LC4.Sat) for total saturated fatty acids with 

explained variances of 14.3% and 13.4 % were identified on chromosomes 1 and 4. The 

total phenotypic variances were 23.8% and 38.6%.  QTL LC1.Sat for total saturated fats 

on chromosome 1 collocated with FATB (Table 3.8, Figure 3.3).  In the Ler-0 x No-0 

RIL population, one major QTL (LN3.Sat) for total saturated fatty acids was detected on 

chromosome 3 with an explained variance of 18.2% and total phenotypic variance of 

43.9% (Table 3.10, Figure 3.5). The contributing parental allele was Ler for all the QTL 

in the three RIL populations. 

 

QTL for plastid produced fatty acids (16:0+18:0+18:1) 

In the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population, four major QTL (LS1.P,LS2.P,LS3.P,LS4.P) for fatty 

acids present in plastids only (i.e fatty acids ≤18:1) were detected on chromosomes 1 2,3 

and 4 with explained variances of 5.3%, 7.5%, 52.8% and 8.3%. The total phenotypic 

variances were 80.8%, 81.8%, 52.8%, 80.6%. QTL LS2.P on chromosome 2 collocates 

with FAD3, QTL LS3.P on chromosome 3 collocates with FAE1 and FAD2 and QTL 

LS4.P on chromosome 4 collocates with FAE3 and FAE4 (Table 3.7, Figure 3.2). In the 

Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL population, two major QTL (LC1.P, LC3.P) for the fatty acids present 

in plastids with explained variances of 7% and 32% were identified on chromosomes 1 

and 3. The total phenotypic variances were 59.7 and 61% respectively. QTL LC1.P on 

chromosome 1 collocated with FATB and the QTL LC3.P on chromosome 3 collocated 

with FAE1 and FAD2 (Table 3.8, Figure 3.3). In the Ler-2 x Cvi RIL population, one 

major QTL (LCv5.P) for the proportions of fatty acids present in plastids with explained 

variance of 18.1% was identified on chromosome 5.The total phenotypic variance was 

37.4% (Table 3.9, Figure 3.4). The contributing parental allele was Ler for all the QTL in 

the three RIL populations.  
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Nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions in the Ler-2 x Cvi set 

We observed nuclear cytoplasmic interactions for one major QTL for palmitic acid on 

chromosome 4 (p=0.007). Nuclear cytoplasmic interactions were observed for 1 minor 

QTL for arachidic acid on chromosome 4 (p=0.003).   

 

Epistasis 

With the exception of 4 QTLs, in the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population most of the QTL 

effects were additive. We observed epistatic interactions between QTL for eicosenoic 

acid on chromosomes 3 and 4 and also eicosadienoic acid on chromosomes 3 and 4. In 

the Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL population, epistatic interactions were observed between QTL for 

oleic acid on chromosomes 1 and 5, QTL for linolenic acid on chromosomes 3 and 5, and 

QTL for arachidic acid on chromosomes 2 and 5. 

 

 

Discussion 

 

Natural variation in seed oil composition in Arabidopsis thaliana is extensive (O‘Neill et 

al. 2003). Previously, three hundred and sixty accessions were surveyed for oil content, 

very long chain fatty acids (VLCFAs) and polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) in their 

seeds. Oil content ranged from 34.6 to 46% of seed dry weight. VLCFA content ranged 

from 13 to 21.2% of total fatty acids. PUFA content ranged from 53.3 to 66.1% of total 

fatty acids. The extent of natural variation in seed oil composition makes it an ideal 

system to dissect the genetics of the regulation of seed lipid traits and to identify the 

genes involved. It has been recently shown that this variation follows a latitudinal cline 

suggesting that there may be an adaptive role for this variation (Sanyal and Linder, 

unpubl. data). 

 

Therefore, knowledge of the genetics that underlie regulation of the relative proportions 

of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids in oil seed crops could be very valuable in 
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breeding oil seed crops that are healthier or that have the two types of fatty acids in 

proportions appropriate for different uses. It would also be of basic interest to know how 

the relative proportions of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids are regulated in wild 

plants and what role they have played in plant evolution. 

 

To better characterize the genetics that underlie this variation and to investigate genetic 

architecture heterogeneity, we mapped QTL in four recombinant inbred line populations. 

Our results identify 67 major QTL with significant effects on seed oil composition in the 

four RIL populations. The results will help us to characterize the nature of quantitative 

genetic variation for seed oil composition in Arabidopsis thaliana. We will be able to 

compare the QTL mapping results in multiple populations derived from different parental 

accessions. We also identified collocating candidate genes which will enable us to 

identify candidate genes that may have a role in the natural variation for the trait. 

 

Comparison of QTL study of Seed oil composition 

 In the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population, 18 of the 32 major QTL collocated with likely seed 

oil composition candidate genes and therefore identify 14 novel loci affecting seed oil 

composition (Table 3.7). In the Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL population, 12 of the 23 major QTL 

collocated with a priori identified candidate genes and so we identify 11 novel loci 

affecting seed oil composition (Table 3.8). Six major QTL were also identified in the 

Ler-2 x Cvi RIL population (Table 3.9). Six major QTL were identified in the Ler-0 x 

No-0 RIL populations each (Table 3.10). Prior work (Hobbs et al 2004) has identified 7 

major QTL in the Ler-2 x Cvi RIL population. The 6 major QTL detected are different 

from the QTL identified by Hobbs et al (2004). Our study identifies minor QTL (LOD 

score less than 3) for palmitic, stearic, oleic, linolenic and eicosenoic acids at the same 

location as the major QTL in the Hobbs et al (1996), data not shown. The differences 

between the two studies may be due to the phenotype scored [fatty acid composition in 

CVL1 to 127 lines (this study) versus CVL102 to CVL190], methods of analysis, or some 

combinations of these. 
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Overlapping QTL 

The map positions and 2-LOD support intervals for QTL in two genomic regions ,top of 

chromosome 3 and bottom of chromosome 4 show strong overlap in the Ler-0 x Sha and 

Ler-0 x Col RIL populations. Three overlapping QTL for oleic, linoleic and fatty acids 

present in plastids in chromosome 3  which collocated with FAE1 and FAD2 and one 

overlapping QTL for erucic acid on chromosome 4 which collocated with FAE3 and 

FAE4 were identified in the Ler-0 x Sha and Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL populations. The closest 

markers were CHIB and ATHCHIB on chromosome 3 in the two RIL populations. 

However, the allelic effects observed were in the opposite direction in the two RIL 

populations (Ler has the ―high‖ allele in the in the Ler-0 x Sha population and the ―low‖ 

allele in the Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL population). Thus, we can see that the Ler-0 allele was 

contributing at these loci in both the RIL populations. One overlapping QTL for palmitic 

acid was detected on chromosome 3 in the Ler-0 x Sha and Ler-0 x No-0 RIL 

populations. The closest marker was nga172 in both the populations. Ler has the ―high‖ 

allele at both loci that show overlap across the two RIL populations. 

 

Pleiotropy 

Several genomic regions in all the four RIL populations affected multiple traits 

suggesting the phenomenon of pleiotropy or tight linkage. When a QTL is found in a 

similar genomic region for each of two correlated traits, we can consider that either (1) 

QTLs for the two traits are linked ( Gill et al. 1996;Faris et al. 2000; Sandhu et al. 2001) 

or (2) two traits are controlled by the same gene or genes at that location (Veldboom et al. 

1994; Xiao et al. 1996).  

 

We observe two major QTL clusters of about 16 cM and 13 cM on chromosome 1, two 

major clusters of 12 cM and 8 cM on chromosome 2, two major clusters of 14 cM 

(collocates with candidate genes FAD2 and FAE1) and 22 cM on chromosome 3, one 

major cluster of about 10 cM on chromosome 4 (collocates with candidate gens FAE3 

and FAE4) and 2 major clusters of 3 cM and 8 cM on chromosome 5 in the Ler x Sha 

RIL population (Table3.7, Figure 3. 2). We observe one major cluster of 3 cM on 
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chromosome 1 ( collocates with FATB), one major QTL cluster of 8 cM which collocates 

with FAD3 on chromosome 2, one major cluster of 18 cM which collocates with FAE1 

and FAD2 on chromosome 3 and 2 cM on chromosome 5 in the Ler x Col RIL 

population (Table3. 8, Figure 3.3). Two QTL clusters of 10 cM and 8 cM were identified 

on chromosome 1 and 5 in the Ler x Cvi RIL population (Table 3.9, Figure 3.4) and one 

major cluster of 6.8 cM was observed on chromosome 3 in the Ler x No RIL populations 

(Table 3.10, Figure 3.5).  

 

Tight linkage of genes or pleiotropy of a single gene could be the possible explanations 

for the clustering of QTLs of different traits in the current study. However, in order to 

rule out either one of these possibilities and to elucidate the genetic basis of the 

association between these traits, more detailed studies such as increasing the population 

size and saturating the target genomic regions by adding more molecular markers with 

specially constructed near-isogenic lines (NILs) for the QTLs would be needed and this 

may lead to map-based cloning of the gene(s) underlying the QTLs. 

 

Epistasis  

Significant gene by gene interaction (deviation from the additive model) was observed 

between two loci for 20:1 on chromosomes 3 and 4 and 2 loci for 20:2 on chromosomes 3 

and 4 in the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population. Significant gene by gene interaction was 

observed between two loci for 18:3 on chromosomes 3 and 5 and two loci for 20:0 on 

chromosomes 2 and 5 in the Ler-0 and Col-4 RIL populations. 

 

Nuclear cytoplasmic interactions 

Nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions were observed in the Ler-2 x Cvi RIL population. 

Cytoplasmic variation and epistatic interactions between nuclear
 
and cytoplasmic loci 

could account for a portion of
 
the variation in the traits in the Ler-2 and Cvi RIL 

population. 
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Candidate genes 

A good understanding of the seed oil biosynthetic pathway (Browse and Somerville 

1991; Ohlrogge and Browse 1995; Harwood 1996) and the advent of the complete 

sequenced genome of A. thaliana helped us identify 8 candidate genes of which 7 

candidate genes collocate with the identified QTL (Table 3.1). Thirty of the 67 identified 

QTL collocate with 7 candidate genes. We have also determined the number of fatty acid 

genes under the QTL peak other than the candidate genes which range from none to 67 in 

the four RIL populations. It will also be important to look at regulatory regions of 

candidate genes as it is believed that variation in the regulatory regions of genes result in 

quantitative trait variation more often than coding regions of the genes (King and Wilson 

1975; Mackay 2001; Korstanje and Paigen 2002). This could be due to mutations in the 

regulatory regions versus coding regions which could lead to differences in gene 

expression levels. The QTL cloned in plants (Paras and Zamir 2003) have shown that 

altered phenotype of the majority of the QTL are due to differences in the gene 

expression levels. In order to determine the loci responsible for variation in seed oil 

composition, identification and characterization of the loci are needed, and so the 

identification and collocation of the candidate with genes with the QTL for seed oil 

composition will help to achieve this goal. 

 

Conclusions 

 

We identify 67 major QTL in four RIL populations with evidence of transgressive 

segregation in the RIL populations. We identify 30 major QTL which collocate with 

identified candidate genes. We also identify non-candidate genes under the peak. This 

suggests that characterization of these candidates and if needed non-candidate genes 

under the QTL peak will help us identify the sources of variation at the loci. It will help 

us identify the genetic architecture of seed oil composition in Arabidopsis thaliana which 

would be useful for breeding oil seed crops that are healthier and also to understand how 

the relative proportions of fatty acids are regulated in plants and their role in adaptive 

evolution. 
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We observe plausible pleiotropy and linkage in the four RIL populations as we identify 

QTL for different traits collocate suggesting that a single gene could be controlling 

multiple traits or there is linkage. We also observe 4 QTL for oleic, linoleic and plastidial 

fatty acids which occur on chromosome 3 in both the Ler-0 x Sha and Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL 

populations and 1 QTL for erucic acid which is detected on chromosome 4 in both the 

RIL populations. This shows that the same QTL is occurring in both the RIL sets and 

should be characterized further. 

 

We observe nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions within the QTL in the Ler-2 x Cvi 

population which could explain the variation in palmitic and arachidic acids in the Ler-2 

and Cvi RIL population. 

 

We observe transgressive segregation for the 11 traits studied in the four populations 

suggesting that there is potential for adaptive evolution. 
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Chapter 4: Sequence variability and candidate gene analysis of seed oil 

composition in Arabidopsis thaliana. 

 

Introduction: 

Adaptive evolution of quantitative traits brought about by natural selection is the outcome 

of complex interactions resulting in phenotypic variation due to response to 

environmental pressures. Adaptive evolution is the result of selection on traits that 

attribute a fitness advantage to a species in a particular environment. The availability of 

the complete genome of Arabidopsis thaliana, knowledge of many of the biosynthetic 

pathways and the many genetic tools has made it possible to identify the locations of the 

genes that underlie adaptive quantitative traits, assess collocation of candidate genes and 

QTL and also estimate the allelic effects on phenotype and fitness of an individual.  

Several studies have used these approaches to study flower color evolution (Bradshaw 

and Schemske 2003; Des Marias and Rausher 2008; Rausher et al. 2008), flower 

morphology (Bradshaw et al. 1998; Hodges at al. 2002; Ramsey et al.2003; Whittall et al. 

2006, Hodges and Derieg 2009) and timing of flowering (Balasubramanian et al. 2006; 

Korves et al. 2007). It has not yet been applied to other important adaptive aspects of 

plant evolution. An adaptive theory (Linder 2000) explains the adaptive significance of a 

universal latitudinal cline in the relative proportions of saturated and unsaturated fatty 

acids in seed oils (triacylglycerols). The theory suggests that primarily under intraspecific 

competition, the cline was produced by trade-offs between total energy stores in seeds 

and rate of energy acquisition during germination at different temperatures. Seeds having 

a seed oil composition that optimizes total stored energy and rate of energy availability at 

a particular germination temperature should have a selective advantage.  The relative 

proportions of saturated fatty acids decrease with increasing latitude. Saturated fatty acids 

produce more energy per carbon atom at lower latitudes, but have a higher melting point. 

Thus, at higher latitudes and cooler germination temperatures, seeds having a higher 

proportion of unsaturated FAs in TAGs should germinate earlier and grow more quickly 

than seeds with higher levels of saturated FAs. At lower latitudes and warmer 
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germination temperatures, higher proportions of saturated FAs are favored to provide 

more total energy because melting points can be higher. This theory has been supported 

by studies conducted in Helianthus annuus. However, lack of appropriate genetic tools in 

Helianthus hindered the identification of genes responsible for adaptive evolution of seed 

oil composition and alleles responsible of phenotypic variation and plant fitness.   

Natural variation in seed oil composition in A. thaliana is extensive. Screening of 360 

accessions  revealed that their oil content varied between 34.6to 46%, very long chain 

fatty acids (VLCFA) range between 13-21.2%, polyunsaturated fatty acids vary between 

53.3-66.1% of total fatty acids (Millar and Kunst 1997, O‘Neill 2003). The extent of 

natural variation in seed oil composition and the availability of genetic tools make A. 

thaliana an ideal system to dissect the genetics of the regulation of seed lipid traits and to 

identify the genes involved. It has been recently shown that this variation follows a 

latitudinal cline suggesting that there may be an adaptive role for this variation (Sanyal 

and Linder, unpubl. data).  

 

In recent years, our understanding of the biosynthesis of seed oils (triacylglycerols or 

TAGs) has progressed rapidly (Browse and Somerville 1991; Ohlrogge and Browse 

1995; Harwood 1996). Transgenic constructs and mutants have helped to elucidate many 

of the genes responsible for de novo fatty acid (FA) synthesis in plastids and TAG 

synthesis in endoplasmic reticulum (ER) has been characterized. However, very little is 

known about the mechanisms and underlying genetics for regulation of the relative 

proportions of the normal set of fatty acids that are incorporated into TAGs of a given 

species of plant. De novo fatty acid synthesis in plants begins in the plastid where an 

elongating saturated fatty acid chain begins at 4 carbons and proceeds until it is 16 or 18 

carbons in length when FATB and FATA, respectively terminate elongation. The enzyme 

responsible for elongating the saturated FA chain is KAS II. In some species shorter FAs 

than 16 carbons are produced by specialized fatty acid thioesterases, but this is not the 

case for A. thaliana, so they are not considered here. The only unsaturated fatty acid 

produced in the plastid is oleic acid (18:1) which is catalyzed by delta-9-stearoyl 

desaturase (ST). Palmitic (16:0), stearic (18:0), and oleic (18:1) FAs are exported from 
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the plastid to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) where they are further modified by 

enzymes embedded in the membrane. Fatty acid desaturase 2 (FAD2) converts 18:1 to 

18:2, and fatty acid desaturase 3 (FAD3) converts 18:2 to 18:3.Fatty acid elongase 

(FAE1) elongates 18-carbon FAs to 20-carbon FAs and some 20-carbon FAs to 22 

carbon FAs. Given the discussion above, we wanted to determine whether the eight 

candidate genes (FATB, FATA, KASII, FAD2, FAD3, FAE1, DAGAT, D-9-stearoyl 

desaturase, Table 4.1) were responsible for quantitative pattern of variation for seed oil 

composition in A. thaliana. 

 

QTL mapping has been applied in the study of quantitative trait variation.  In order to 

identify individual loci which could be responsible for variation in seed oil composition, 

quantitative trait loci (QTL) for seed oil composition was mapped in four RIL 

populations (Ler-0 x Sha, Ler-0 x Col-4, Ler-2 x Cvi, Ler-0 x No-0). A total of 67 major 

QTL responsible for regulating seed oil composition was identified in the four RIL 

populations. Thirty of the 67 identified QTL collocate with the 7 candidate genes (Sanyal 

and Linder unpubl. data). We have also determined the number of fatty acid genes under 

the QTL peak other than the candidate genes which range from none to 67 in the four 

RIL populations.  

 

Once the main QTL have been identified, the individual loci can be further characterized. 

In model species like A. thaliana this analysis can be done at the molecular level enabling 

the identification of the genes underlying the genetic variation at individual QTL 

(Alonso-Blanco and Koornneef 2000; Remington et al. 2001). Thus, the analysis of the 

source of genetic variation will lead to the functional analyses of seed oil composition.  

The identification of genes responsible for variation among Arabidopsis populations will 

help us understand the mechanisms of adaptive evolution of seed oil composition. Allelic 

complexity of loci underlying quantitative traits will be large making the analysis of 

genotype-phenotype difficult. The presence of polymorphisms may include any variant or 

combination of variants that may determine the functional variation leading to phenotypic 

variation. Since the entire gene and its encoded protein acts as unit of function and effect 
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the phenotype, the complete gene with its regulatory and intronic regions should be 

sequenced. It is essential to determine the specific allelic variant which plays a role in 

phenotypic variation. In the present work we have analyzed three parental lines (Ler-0, 

Col-4, Sha) of the four RIL lines at the candidate gene loci. Two of the candidate gene 

loci have multiple copies (FAE1 and ST), so 12 candidate genes for seed oil composition 

have been screened for genetic variation between the parental types. The possible role of 

the allelic variation of the candidate loci in determining their possible role in seed oil 

composition has been discussed here. 

 

Materials and Methods: 

 

Plant Materials 

The parental lines of the Ler-0 x Sha and Ler-0 x Col RIL populations Arabidopsis 

Biological Resource Center (http://www.arabidopsis.org/abrc/) were included in this 

study. Seeds were imbibed by sprinkling them on moist Metromix 200 soil in individual 

2.5
 
" pots with 1-3 seeds per pot.  Each line was in its own pot.  Imbibed seeds were cold 

treated at 4°C for 4 days to break dormancy and promote uniform germination.  All the 

lines were grown under constant light at two different temperature regimens 22°C in 

growth chambers. Ten replicates were grown per accession.  Pots were arranged in a 3 X 

7 configuration in trays, which were covered with clear plastic domes for moisture 

retention for the first 7 days. The plants were bottom watered to 0.5", and the water level 

was monitored daily. Excess water was drained to prevent fungal growth. Plants were 

fertilized once a week with Peters 20-10-20 fertilizer and trays were rotated every 2 days 

to minimize position effects.  Total genomic DNA was isolated from fresh leaf tissue 

using the DNeasy Plant Minikit (Qiagen, Valencia, California, USA) and purified using 

the Qiaex II gel extraction kit (Qiagen). 

Amplification and sequencing – Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequencing 

primers were designed using Primer3 software (http://fokker.wi.mit.edu/cgi-

bin/primer3/primer3-www.cgi) with the Col-0 genome sequence to amplify
 
the twelve 

candidate genes (FATB, FAD2, FAD3, ST1,ST2,ST3,ST4,ST5, FAE1, 

http://www.arabidopsis.org/abrc/#_blank
http://fokker.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer3/primer3-www.cgi
http://fokker.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer3/primer3-www.cgi
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FAE2,FAE3,FAE4). A total of 2-7 primers were designed to amplify the candidate genes 

(Table 4.2).PCR was performed using 25µl reactions with 20 ng of genomic DNA; 

30mM tricine, pH 8.4; 2mM MgCl2; 50mM KCl; 5% acetamide, 100mM dNTP; 0.5 µL 

of Taq polymerase; and 30nM of primer combinations for all the 12 candidate genes 

(Sanyal et al. unpublished data). Reactions were run on a thermal cycler (MJ Research, 

Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) with the following program: 94°C for 2 mins; then 30 

cycles of 94°C for 30s, 48°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 2 min; and a final extension of 72°C 

for 7min. If no bands were observed, PCR amplification of the region was attempted at 

lower annealing temperature of 45°C and if more than 2 bands were observed the 

annealing temperature was increased to 50°C until a single fragment was observed or the 

amplification failed. Amplifications were visualized on 1% agarose gels with ethidium 

bromide and a size standard to estimate fragment sizes and quantities. PCR amplicons 

were cleaned using Exo-SAP by adding a 3µl solution of 2.25µl of ddH2O, 0.25 µl of 

Exonuclease I (New England Biolabs, Inc. Ipswich, MA), and 0.50µl of Shrimp Alkaline 

Phosphatase (Promega Corp., Madison, WI) to each product, and processing on a 

thermocycler at 37°C for 30 min, followed by 80°C for 15 mins. We sequenced all exons 

and introns and approximately 1000 bp upstream of the start codon and through the 

complete 3‘ UTR.  Sequencing was conducted at the ICMB Core Facilities at the 

University of Texas at Austin, using ABI Big Dye chemistry. 

 

Alignment 

Sequence analysis was done using Lasergene software (DNASTAR Inc., Madison, 

Wisconsin) and BioEdit (version 7.09, T.A. Hall 1999). All alignments were performed 

using CLUSTAL X (Thompson et al. 1997).  

 

Results 

 

We investigated allelic variation in the twelve candidate genes which collocated with the 

67 QTL identified in the four RIL populations. We looked at sequence variation in the 

exons, introns and 1000 bp upstream of the start codon and through the complete 3‘UTR. 
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Sequence variation in 7 candidate genes 

The 12 genes (7 candidate genes but fatty acid elongase and Delta-9-desaturase had 

several duplicate genes) including its 5‘ regulatory, exonic and intronic ad 1000 bp 

upstream of the 5‘UT regions were dissected in parental accessions (Ler-0, Col-4 and 

Sha). We observed both homozygous and heterozygous sequence variation in seven of 

the nine candidate genes. FAE4 and FAD3 had only homozygous variation. A total of 

232 SNPs and 44 indels were identified in the nine candidate genes (Table 4.3) in the 

parental accessions (Ler-0, Col-4, Sha) .These genes which collocated with the identified 

QTL showed sequence divergence in the exons, introns, 3‘UT regions and 1000 bp 

upstream of the start codon. Seven candidate genes (Table 4.3) showed sequence 

divergence in the coding and non-coding regions whereas FAD3 showed sequence 

divergence only in the introns and ST4 showed sequence divergence only in the region 

upstream of the 5‘UT regions. We also observe nonsynonymous substitutions in 4 of 

these candidate genes (FAE3, FAE4, FATB, ST1) leading to amino acid changes. Six 

amino acids changes were observed in the FAE3, 1 amino acid change was observed in 

FAE4, 4 nonsynonymous substitutions were observed in FATB and 3 nonsynonymous 

changes were observed in ST1. Sequence variation was not observed in FAE2 and ST3 

and ST5. We observed sequence variation in the 3‘UT region only in ST2 gene. 

Transition substitutions were more prevalent than transversions in FAE3, FATB and ST4. 

Transversions were more prevalent than transitions in FAE1, FAE4, FAD3 and ST2 .The 

number of transitions and tranversions were the same in FAD2 and ST1. However, 

overall the number of transitions (51.7%) was more prevalent than the transversions 

(48.3%). The relative number of variable sites in non-coding regions (74.37%) was much 

higher than in coding regions (25.63%). We observed 77 SNPs and 24 indels in the 

region upstream of the 5‘UTR region, 11 SNPs and 7 indels in the 5‘UTR region,2 SNPs 

and 1 indel in the 3‘UT region (only in ST2) and 62 SNPs and 7 indels in the introns 

(Table 4.3). 
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Discussion 

 

In plant genetics, the candidate gene approach has been applied for characterization of 

QTL. The most common way to identify a candidate gene is to investigate map co-

segregation between candidate genes and loci affecting the trait.  The candidate gene 

approach consists of three chronological steps. Firstly, candidate genes are identified 

based on prior mutant studies or linkage data of the locus being characterized. Secondly, 

detection of molecular polymorphisms in the candidate genes will help in localizing the 

candidate genes in a genetic linkage map. This will enable us to identify genetic linkage 

between the candidate gene markers and the QTL loci under investigation. QTL peaks 

can span over several megabases based on the associated confidence interval (Dupuis and 

Seigmund 1999) and cover a region containing hundreds to thousands of genes. Fine-

mapping experiments will help us determine the most likely candidate (Paterson et al. 

1990) by reducing the confidence interval of the QTL. It will also enable us to determine 

the statistical correlations between polymorphisms in candidate genes and phenotypic 

variation. Both these studies are not exclusive and can be done together. Here, we look at 

the sequence variation present in the seed oil composition genes in A. thaliana in order to 

be able to fine map the identified QTL and also investigate whether the polymorphisms in 

QTL collocating candidate genes are responsible for the phenotypic variation.  

 

Co-segregation of a functional candidate gene and QTL 

In this study, we have identified 232 SNPs and 44 indels in the parental accessions (Ler-

0, Col-4, Sha) of the candidate genes in the 2 RIL populations (Ler-0 x Col-4, Ler-0 x 

Sha) which have been used for examining QTL for seed oil composition. Initial screening 

of the parental accessions will help us identify SNPs and indels which could be possible 

markers for more precise idea of the location and confidence interval of the QTL and also 

for testing the association between candidate gene markers and the QTL and determining 

the cause of phenotypic variation in quantitative traits. If the SNPs are also observed in 

the progeny, that is the candidate gene and QTL are inherited together, it will be possible 
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to conduct further tests like complementation tests to determine  the correct candidate 

gene influencing phenotypic variation of seed oil composition in A. thaliana. 

 

Sequence variation in the candidate genes 

 It has been seen that all the 9 candidate genes in the parental accessions show sequence 

variation upstream of the 5‘UT region (Table 4.3). It is possible that the sequence 

variation in the intergenic region could be in the cis-regulatory elements like promoters, 

enhancers, response elements and silencers. This could affect gene expression and 

account for phenotypic variation. Previous studies in FAE1 candidate gene have 

sequenced 946bp upstream of the coding region which contains another open reading 

frame (T4L20.90). Thus, the 946 bp 5‘ genomic DNA directly upstream of coding region 

likely contains the 3‘UT region of T4L20.90 and also the regulatory elements of gene 

expression of FAE1 as FAE1 does not have any introns (Rossak et al. 2001). Prior studies 

conducted on the FAD2 gene in A. thaliana (Kim et al. 2006) also showed that the 

promoter region had several seed specific cis-elements nine Dof cores (AAAG), four E-

boxes (CANNTG), two G-boxes (CACGTG), as well as several light-regulated elements, 

including three GATA motifs (GATA) and five GT-1 consensus motifs (GRWAAW). 

So, sequence variation upstream of 5‘UT region could affect the regulatory elements and 

be responsible for phenotypic variation. It has been seen that the FAD2 introns are 

involved in the enhancement of gene expression (Kim et al. 2006). In our findings, we 

observe sequence variation in introns in 3 genes (FATB, FAD3 and ST1). In FAD3, we 

observe 21 SNPs and 6 indels only in the intronic regions and in ST1, 39 SNPs and 8 

indels are seen whereas 1 SNP and 1 indel were observed in FATB. It could be possible 

that the introns could be responsible for regulating gene expression and influencing 

phenotypic variation.  Nonsynonymous substitutions were observed in FATB, FAE3, 

FAE4 and ST1. Nonsynonymous changes will bring about amino-acid changes and could 

account for phenotypic variation. Thirty five synonymous substitutions were observed in 

the 9 candidate genes. Prior work has shown that synonymous mutations do not alter the 

encoded protein, but they can influence gene expression (Kudla et al. 2009). The authors 

engineered a synthetic library of 154 genes that varied randomly at synonymous sites, but 
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all encoded the same green fluorescent protein (GFP). When expressed in E. coli GFP 

protein levels varied 250-fold across the library. So, synonymous substitutions could also 

be playing a role in phenotypic variation 

 

Validation of QTL 

The map co-segregation of the candidate gene markers is the first step towards 

characterization of the identified QTL. If the identified markers cosegregate or a 

statistical association is observed, complementary experiments must be conducted by 

performing genetic transformation tests (R. Delourme, personal, communication) to 

confirm the actual involvement of the CG in the trait variation. Several knock-out lines 

are available (Table 4. 1) from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center (See Material 

and Methods section) which can be transformed to revive the phenotype. If the phenotype 

is revived it will tell us that a QTL responsible for seed oil composition has been 

identified. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Our results indicate that the genes in the RIL parents show variation that could account 

for the phenotypic differences in the QTL traits. The screening of the candidate gene 

SNPs and indels in the RIL lines will enable us to do some fine-mapping and hence 

determine a more precise location of the QTL on the genetic map. Association studies 

can be done to examine the statistical association between the candidate gene SNPs and 

the phenotype in order to determine whether those variations are associated with 

phenotypic variation. This indicates that further study to directly test the role of the 

variation is warranted.  
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Table 2.1: Fatty acids in the triacylglycerols 

and phospholipids of Arabidopsis. 

Fatty Acid Location
 

Symbol 

Melting  

point (°C) 

Palmitic PL, TAG 16:0   62.9 

Palmitoleic PL 16:1 -0.1 

Stearic PL, TAG 18:0   69.5 

Oleic PL, TAG 18:1  13.4 

Linoleic PL, TAG 18:2 -5 

Linolenic PL, TAG 18:3 -10 

Arachidic TAG 20:0   75.3 

Eicosenoic TAG 20:1   25 

Eicosadienoic TAG 20:2   0 

Erucic TAG 22:1   33.5 
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Table 2.2: Geographical location, latitude, longitude and altitude for the 84 accessions. 
 

Accession Latitude Longitude Location Altitude(m) Accession Latitude Longitude Location Altitude(m) 

901 N45 E1-E2 Argentat,France 100-200 6678 N50-N51 E8-E9 Tenne, Germany 400-500 

902 N15-N17 W23-W25 Cape Verdi Islands 1200 6680 N47-N48 E5 Dijon, France 300-400 

1352 N55-56 E13-E14 Lund, Sweden 1-100 6681 N46-N47 E5 Dijon, France 300-400 

1364 N51-N52 E9-E10 Hessen,Germany 200-300 6683 N50-N51 E8 Donsbach, Germany 200-300 

1540 N53-N54 W3 Southport,UK 1-100 6684 N51 E13-E14 Dresden,Germany 100-200 

6600 N51 E10 Rhon,Germany 200-300 6688 N56 E3 Edinburg, GB 100-200 

6602 N48 E8 Freiburg, Germany 200-300 6693 N51-N52 E12-E13 Eilenburg, Germany 100-200 

6604 N51-N52 E4-E5 Antwerpen,Belgium 1-100 6694 N51-N52 E9-E10 Eilershausen,Germany 100-200 

6609 N53-N54 E10-E11 Buchen, Germany 1-100 6699 N60 E25 Espoo,Finland 1-100 

6616 N41-N42 E3 Blanes,Spain 1-100 6700 N58-N59 E23-E28 Estland, Russia 100-200 

6617 N41-N42 E3 Blanes,Spain 1-100 6703 N48 E8-E9 Freiburg, Germany 200-300 

6619 N41-N42 E3 Blanes/Gerona,Spain 1-100 6704 N50-N51 E8-E9 Frickhoefen, Germany 300-400 

6622 N41-N42 E3 Blanes,Spain 1-100 6714 N50-N51 E8 Gabelstein, Germany 100-200 

6626 N49 E16-E17 Brunn,Czech 200-300 6716 N53-N54 E10-E11 Gudow,Germany 1-100 

6627 N47-N48 E7-E8 Basel, Switzerland 300-400 6720 N50-N51 E8-E9 Gieben, Germany 100-200 

6629 N47-N48 E7-E8 Basel, Switzerland 300-400 6732 N49 E2 La Miniere, France 100 

6630 N50 E8-E9 Buchlag, Germany 1-100 6733 N52-N53 E9-E10 Hannover,Germany 1-100 

6632 N50-N51 E9-E10 Burghaun, Germany 200-300 6739 N51-N52 E8-E9 Hennetalsperre,German 400-500 

6660 N28 W15-W16 Canary Islands 1260 6751 N34-N36 E74-E80 Kashmir, India 1580 

6665 N54 E35 Chisdra, Russia 100-200 6752 N46-N47 E14-E15 Karnten, Austria 900-1000 

6669 N40-N41 W8-W9 Coimbra, Portugal 100-200 6753 N50-N51 E8-E9 Kronberg,Germany 100-200 

6674 N37-N38 E15 Catania, Italy 1-100 6754 N55-56 W5-W6 Killean,UK 400-500 

6675 N15-N17 W23-W25 Cape Verdi Islands 1200 6761 N51 E7 Koeln,Germany 1-100 

6676 N50 E8 - E9 Darmstadt ,Germany 100 -200 6764 N51-N52 E6-E7 Krefeld,Germany 1-100 
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Accession 

 

 

Latitude 

 

 

Longitud

e 

 

 

Location 

 

 

Altitude(m) 

 

 

Accession 

 

 

Latitude 

 

 

Longitude 

 

 

Location 

 

 

Altitude(m) 

6768 N55-56 W3-W4 Lanark,GB 100-200 6824 N60 E6 Oystese,Norway 1-100 

6769 N57-N58 W4-W5 Loch Ness, GB 1-100 6825 N38 E13-E14 Palermo,Italy 1-100 

6770 N52-N53 E4-E5 Leiden,Netherlands 1-100 6827 N38 E13-E14 Palermo,Italy 1-100 

6775 N50-N51 E8 Limburg,Germany 100-200 6832 N47 E11 Pitztal/Tirol 1000-1500 

6780 N50 E19-E20 Lipwiec,Poland 500 6834 N41-N42 E2-E3 Playa de Aro,Spain 1-100 

6781 N42 E3 Llagostera,Spain 1-100 6839 N50-N51 E7 Poppelsdorf,Germany 1-100 

6784 N48 E0-E1 Le Mans, France 1-100 6841 N50-N51 E8-E9 Frankfurt,Germany 100-200 

6788 N46-N47 E3-E4 Lezoux, France 400-500 6848 N56-N57 E34 Rschew,Russia 100-200 

6789 N50-N51 E8-E9 Marburg,Germany 200-300 6855 N41-N42 E3 San Feliu,Spain 1-100 

6792 N53-N54 E20-E21 Muhlen,Poland 100-200 6864 N53 E12 Stendal, Germany 100-200 

6796 N49 E9-E10 Markt,Germany 200-300 6865 N52-N53 E36-E37 Stobowa,Russia 100-200 

6799 N33 E23 Martuba,Libya 100-200 6869 N41-N42 E3 Tossa del Mar, Spain 1-100 

6800 N50-N51 E8-E9 Merzhausen,Germany 400-500 6876 N45 E7-E8 Turin,Italy 200-300 

6803 N50-N51 E9-10 Niederzenz,Germany 200-300 6879 N48 E7-E8 Umkirch,Germany 200-300 

6807 N52-N53 E4 NoordwijkNetherlands 1-100 6892 N52-N53 E9-E10 Wietze,Germany 1-100 

6811 N50-N51 E8-E9 Neuweilnau,Germany 100-200 6918 N60-N66 E21-E30 Tenela,Finland 1-100 

6816 N50-N51 E8-E9 Oberusel,Germany 100-200 6920 N48-N49 E8-E9 Wildbad,Germany 500-1000 

6823 N53-N54 E8-E9 Ovelgoenne,Germany 1-100 6929 N60 E6 Oystese,Norway 0 
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Table 2.3. Direction, rate and significance of latitudinal changes in proportions of FAs in TAGs at high and low growth 

temperatures. 

Numbers in bold indicate significance at α = 0.05. 
a
Direction of the change in proportions of FAs as latitude increases 

b
Significance of the change in proportions of FAs as latitude increases for the high growing temperature treatment. 

c
Significance of the change in proportions of FAs as latitude increases for the low growing temperature treatment. 

d
Regression coefficients of the change in proportions of FAs. 

e
Rate of change in proportions of FAs per degree of latitude as latitude increases. 

f
Growing temperature 

 

 

 

 

Trait Direction
a
 High

b
 Low

c
 r

2d
 Slope

e 

 High
f 

Low P-value Q-value FDR      P-value Q-value FDR      High Low    High Low 

Sat Decrease Decrease 0.040 0.056 0.192    0.002 0.007 0.024 0.089 0.191 -0.001 -0.001 

16:0   0.099 0.059 0.203    0.074 0.059 0.203 0.058 0.068 0.000 0.000 

18:0   0.371 0.144 0.495    0.056 0.056 0.192 0.017 0.077 0.000 0.000 

18:1 Decrease  0.048 0.056 0.192    0.924 0.268 0.924 0.063 0.000 -0.001 0.000 

18:2 Increase  0.033 0.056 0.192    0.226 0.099 0.341 0.095 0.032 0.001 0.001 

18:3   0.110 0.059 0.203    0.428 0.149 0.513 0.054 0.014 0.001 0.001 

20:0   0.175 0.087 0.300    0.360 0.144 0.495 0.055 0.042 0.000 0.000 

20:1   0.523 0.174 0.598    0.757 0.229 0.790 0.009 0.002 0.000 0.000 

20:2   0.227 0.099 0.341    0.107 0.059 0.203 0.032 0.056 0.000 0.000 

20:3   0.109 0.059 0.203    0.403 0.148 0.509 0.185 0.089 0.000 0.000 

22:1  Decrease 0.675 0.213 0.736        0.0003 0.002 0.007 0.004 0.251 0.000 -0.001 

16:0+18:0  Decrease 0.097 0.059 0.203    0.004 0.009 0.032 0.059 0.169 -0.001 -0.001 
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Table 2.4:  Plastic response of FA proportions in TAGs for plants grown at high and low temperatures. 

 
Trait Proportions

 a
 ANCOVA χ2 Paired-T 

 High Low P-value Q-value FDR P-value Q-value FDR P-value Q-value FDR 

Sat
b 

0.126(0.017) 0.112(0.016) 0.0001
c 

0.0001 0.0002 0.0005 0.0015 0.0015 1.07x10
-5

 2.134x10
-5

 2.13x10
-5

 

16:0 0.072(0.009) 0.068(0.008) 0.016 0.015 0.025 0.003 0.007 0.007 0.0015 0.0026 0.0026 

18:0 0.030(0.006) 0.031(0.008) 0.534 0.356 0.484 0.094 0.141 0.141 0.744 0.812 0.812 

18:1 0.146(0.023) 0.105(0.024) 2.3x10
-11

 1.6x10
-10

 2.6x10
-10

 3.84x10
-5

 0.0002 0.0002 2.7x10
-13

 3.20x10
-12

 3.2x10
-12

 

18:2 0.273(0.024) 0.302(0.033) 4.3x10
-6

 9.95x10
-6

 1.64x10
-5

 0.0005 0.0015 0.0015 1.04x10
-7

 6.24x10
-7

 6.24x10
-7

 

18:3 0.203(0.021) 0.224(0.027) 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.005 0.01 0.01 4.45x10
-6

 1.07x10
-5

 1.07x10
-5

 

20:0 0.023(0.009) 0.012(0.012) 4.48x10
-6

 9.95x10
-6

 1.64x10
-5

 0.007 0.011 0.011 6.86x10
-7

 2.74x10
-6

 2.74x10
-6

 

20:1 0.204(0.020) 0.207(0.016) 0.396 0.293 0.484 0.272 0.322 0.322 0.707 0.812 0.812 

20:2 0.019(0.007) 0.026(0.008) 1.25x10
-5

 2.08x10
-5

 3.43x10
-5

 1.38x10
-5

 0.0002 0.0002 2.12x10
-6

 6.35x10
-6

 6.35x10
-6

 

20:3 0.002(0.003) 0.001(0.004) 0.998 0.604 0.998 0.661 0.661 0.661 0.520 0.694 0.694 

22:1 0.025(0.007) 0.026(0.011) 0.386 0.293 0.484 0.272 0.322 0.322 0.822 0.822 0.822 
a 
Means and (standard deviations) of FA proportions at high and low growing temperatures. 

b
Total proportion of saturated FAs 

c
All tests that were significant at α=0.05 are in bold. 
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Table 2. 5:  Plastic response of FA proportions in PLs for plants grown at high and low temperatures. 

 

Trait Proportion
a
 ANCOVA χ2 Paired-T test 

 High Low P-value Q-value FDR P-

value 

Q-

value 

FDR  P-

value 

 Q-

value 

FDR 

Sat
b
 0.294(0.103) 0.337(0.051) 0.003

c 
0.005 0.005 0.173 0.403 0.403 0.955 1 1 

16:0 0.230(0.104) 0.235(0.067) 0.684 0.798 0.798 0.714 0.833 0.833 0.464 1 1 

16:1 0.042(0.024) 0.030(0.012) 0.0004 0.001 0.001 0.032 0.110 0.110 0.999 1 1 

18:0 0.066(0.024) 0.103(0.041) 7.7x10
-7

 5.4x10
-6

 5.4x10
-6

 0.032 0.110 0.110 1 1 1 

18:1 0.037(0.032) 0.021(0.016) 0.0007 0.002 0.002 0.267 0.467 0.467 0.036 0.288 0.288 

18:2 0.139(0.041) 0.120(0.031) 0.0083 0.012 0.012 0.714 0.833 0.833 0.974 1 1 

18:3 0.486(0.150) 0.492(0.075) 0.878 0.878 0.878 0.903 0.903 0.903 0.329 1 1 
 

a 
Means and (standard deviations) of FA proportions at high and low growing temperatures. 

b
Total proportion of saturated FAs 

c
All tests that were significant at α= 0.05 are in bold. 
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Table 2.6: Correlations of  relative proportions of FAs within and between TAGs and PLs in plants grown at high temperature 

treatment. 

a
‗T‘ indicates fatty acids in triacylglycerols and ‗P‘ indicates fatty acids in phospholipids. Numbers in bold indicate that the 

correlation is significant at Q-value and BDH-FDR at 0.05. 

 16:0Ta 18:0T 18:1T 18:2T 18:3T 20:0T 20:1T 20:2T 20:3T 22:1T 16:0P        16:1P 18:0P 18:1P 18:2P 

18:0T 

 

0.279               

18:1T 

 

0.151 0.328              

18:2T 

 

-0.150 -0.088 -0.193             

18:3T 

 

-0.320 -0.423 -0.636 -0.330            

20:0T 

 

0.150 0.315 0.069 -0.411  -0.096           

20:1T 

 

-0.341 -0.622 -0.161 -0.388 0.411 -0.252          

20:2T 

 

-0.067 0.068 -0.579 0.086 0.189 -0.008 -0.192         

20:3T 

 

-0.057 -0.100 0.083 -0.158 -0.067 0.087 0.022 0.025        

22:1T 

 

0.138 0.288 -0.452 -0.096 0.025 0.336 -0.237 0.596 -0.086       

 

    

16:0P 0.259 -0.039 0.240 -0.013 -0.269 -0.104 -0.025 0.025 -0.207 0.023      

16:1P 0.343  0.306 0.213 0.030 -0.301 0.120 -0.441      0.215 -0.275 0.242 0.788     

18:0P -0.015 0.030 -0.239 0.190 0.118 -0.292 -0.056 0.282 -0.030 0.089 -0.160 -0.045    

18:1P 0.132 0.297 0.125 0.143 -0.242 0.154 -0.357 0.024 -0.134 0.138 0.324       0.385 -0.084   

18:2P -0.106 0.109 0.058 0.017 0.021 0.078 -0.037 -0.178 -0.023 -0.125 0.087 0.089 -0.119 0.563  

18:3P -0.237 -0.128 -0.210 -0.065 0.269 0.045 0.193 -0.056 0.234 -0.067 -0.887 -0.805 0.011 -0.638 -0.449 
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Table 2.7: Correlations of relative proportions of FAs within and between TAGs and PLs in plants grown at low temperature 

treatment. 

 
 16:0Ta 18:0T 18:1T 18:2T 18:3T 20:0T 20:1T 20:2T 20:3T 22:1T 16:0P 16:1P 18:0P 18:1P 18:2P 

18:0T 

 

-0.145               

18:1T 

 

-0.241 0.060              

18:2T 

 
0.371 -0.127 0.102             

18:3T 

 

-0.272 -0.034 -0.501 -0.635            

20:0T 

 

0.098 -0.170 -0.064 -0.342 -0.088           

20:1T 

 
-0.464 0.055 0.077 -0.619 0.277 -0.040          

20:2T 

 

0.024 -0.500 -0.608 -0.127 0.339 0.116 -0.043         

20:3T 

 

0.050 -0.088 -0.399 -0.508 0.498 0.449 0.063 0.231        

22:1T 

 

0.163 0.202 -0.366 -0.064 -0.038 0.132 -0.195 0.210 0.095       

16:0P  0.015 -0.168 0.039 -0.039 -0.096 0.381 -0.159 0.082 0.144 0.058      

16:1P 0.125 -0.168 -0.115 0.240 -0.200 0.163 -0.186 0.143 -0.033 0.033 0.573     

18:0P 0.008 0.142 -0.059 -0.008 0.137 -0.242 0.069 -0.025 0.008 -0.066 -0.650 -0.259 

 

   

18:1P -0.112 -0.240 0.172 -0.040 -0.032 0.023 0.050 0.017 -0.054 -0.033 0.106   0.090 

 

-0.274   

18:2P -0.101 0.066 0.024 -0.097 0.080 0.131 -0.005 -0.130 0.057 -0.007 0.558 0.262 

 

-0.340 -0.366  

18:3P 0.033 0.130 -0.035 0.050 0.021 -0.303 0.126 -0.028 -0.135 -0.014 -0.896 -0.644 0.339 -0.025  -0.687 

a
‗T‘ indicates fatty acids in triacylglycerols and ‗P‘ indicates fatty acids in phospholipids. Numbers in bold indicate that the 

correlation is significant at Q-value and BH-FDR=0.05. 
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Table 3.1: Candidate genes and their role in the synthesis of fatty acids in Arabidopsis thaliana. 

 

Trait  Symbol CG Chr Gene No. Function 

Palmitic 16:0 KASII 1 AT1G74960 Elongates 14:0 to 16:0 and 18:0 

  FATB 1 AT1G08510   Regulates proportions of 16:0 and 

18:0 

Stearic 18:0 KASII 1 AT1G74960 Same as above 

  FATB 1 AT1G08510   Same as above 

Oleic 18:1 ST1(D-9 stearoyl desaturase) 5 AT5G16240 Desaturates 18:0 to 18:1 

  ST2 (Same as above) 5 AT5G16230 Desaturates 18:0 to 18:1 

  ST3 (Same as above) 3 AT3G02630 Desaturates 18:0 to 18:1 

  ST4 (Same as above) 3 AT3G02620 Desaturates 18:0 to 18:1 

  ST5 (Same as above) 3 AT3G02610 Desaturates 18:0 to 18:1 

  FATA 3 AT3G25110 Desaturates 18:0 to 18:1 

Linoleic 18:2 FAD2 (Fatty acid desaturase 2) 3 AT3G12120 Desaturates 18:1 to 18:2 

Linolenic 18:3 FAD3 (Fatty acid desaturase 3) 2 AT2G29980 Desaturates 18:2 to 18:3 

Arachidic 20:0 FAE1 (Fatty acid Elongase) 3 AT3G10280 Elongates C18 to C20 and C22 

  FAE2 (Fatty acid Elongase) 3 AT3G52160 Same as above 

  FAE3(Fatty acid Elongase) 4 AT4G34250 Same as above 

  FAE4(Fatty acid Elongase) 4 AT4G34520 Same as above 

Eicosenoic 20:1 Same as Arachidic   Same as above 

Eicosadienoic 20:2 Same as Arachidic   Same as above 

Erucic 22:1 Same as Arachidic   Same as above 

Saturated 16:0+18:0+20:0 KASII, FATB, FAE1,FAE2,FAE3,FAE4   Same as above 

FA≤18:1 16:0+18:0+18:1 KASII, FATB, D-9 stearoyl desaturase   Same as above 
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Table  3. 2: Mapping population details 

 Linkage group
d
 

Mapping population RILs
a
 Markers

b
 QTL

c
 1 2 3 4 5 

Ler-0 x Col-4 91 773 21 114 68 71 82 100 

Ler-0 x Sha 96 76 32 91.8 68 75 71.8 79.8 

Ler-2 x CVI 80 293 6 127 82 83 83 115 

Ler-0 x No 64 46 6 70 88 93 67 83 

a 
Number of recombinant inbred lines used. 

b 
Number of markers used in a given population. 

c
 Number of QTLs identified. 

d
 Linkage group lengths in centimorgans for chromosome I-V. 
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Table 3.3: Correlation coefficients between individual fatty acids, saturated fatty acids and fatty acids present in plastid in the 

triacylglycerols of the Ler-0 x Sha RIL population.  
 

FA 16:0 18:0 18:1 18:2 18:3 20:0 20:1 20:2 22:1 Saturated 

18:0 0.464*          

18:1 -0.319* 0.005         

18:2 0.042 -0.401* -0.592*        

18:3 0.232* 0.254* -0.224* -0.202       

20:0 0.192 0.473* -0.411* -0.170 0.029      

20:1 -0.278* 0.042 -0.061 -0.462* -0.317* 0.456*     

20:2 0.150 -0.185 -0.932* 0.645* 0.017 0.347* 0.131    

22:1 -0.248* -0.221* -0.410* 0.052 -0.152 0.559* 0.529* 0.489*   

Saturated 0.935* 0.709* -0.327* -0.103 0.251* 0.465* -0.117 0.137 -0.142  

FA≤18:1 0.001 0.233* 0.944* -0.639* -0.142 -0.326* -0.139 -0.939* -0.517* -0.003 

* indicate that the correlation is significant at Q- value and BH-FDR of 0.05. 
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Table 3.4: Correlation coefficients between individual fatty acids, saturated fatty acids and fatty acids present in plastid in the 

triacylglycerols of the Ler-0 x Col-4  RIL population.  

FA 16:0 18:0 18:1 18:2 18:3 20:0 20:1 20:2 22:1 Saturated 

18:0 0.302*          

18:1 -0.236* 0.275*         

18:2 0.240* -0.400* -0.520*        

18:3 -0.035 -0.309* -0.484* 0.024       

20:0 -0.002 -0.136 -0.036 0.180 -0.373*      

20:1 -0.340* 0.114 -0.017 -0.530* -0.292* -0.081     

20:2 0.064 -0.357* -0.797* 0.623* 0.423* 0.064 -0.259    

22:1 -0.113 -0.125 -0.463* 0.057 0.327* -0.007 -0.021 0.513*   

Saturated 0.768* 0.546* -0.053 0.082 -0.362* 0.496* -0.214 -0.076 -0.130  

FA≤18:1 0.110 0.528* 0.927* -0.497* -0.522* -0.059 -0.089 -0.799* -0.490* 0.263* 

* indicate that the correlation is significant at Q- value and BH-FDR of 0.05. 
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Table 3.5: Correlation coefficient between individual fatty acids, saturated fatty acids and fatty acids present in plastid in the 

triacylglycerols of the Ler-2 x Cvi  RIL population.  

FA 16:0 18:0 18:1 18:2 18:3 20:0 20:1 20:2 22:1 Saturated 

18:0 0.006          

18:1 0.001 -0.008         

18:2 0.598* -0.107 -0.259*        

18:3 -0.066 -0.114 -0.280* -0.595*       

20:0 -0.793* 0.161 -0.244 -0.467* 0.050      

20:1 -0.877* 0.003 -0.169 -0.612* 0.126 0.728*     

20:2 -0.379* 0.022 -0.802* 0.133 0.063 0.491* 0.398*    

22:1 -0.441* -0.059 -0.517* -0.146 0.055 0.591* 0.458* 0.556*   

Saturated 0.592* 0.696* -0.175 0.295 -0.106 -0.113 -0.492* -0.077 -0.125  

FA≤18:1 0.357* 0.173 0.917* -0.044 -0.301 -0.477* -0.466* -0.867* -0.642* 0.174 

* indicate that the correlation is significant at Q- value and BH-FDR of 0.05. 
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Table 3.6 : Correlation coefficient between individual fatty acids, saturated fatty acids and fatty acids present in plastid in the 

triacylglycerols of the  Ler x No  RIL population. FDR. 

FA 16:0 18:0 18:1 18:2 18:3 20:0 20:1 20:2 22:1 Saturated 

18:0 -0.003          

18:1 -0.269 -0.134         

18:2 0.594* 0.098 -0.144        

18:3 0.073 -0.168 -0.505* -0.396*       

20:0 -0.108 0.280 -0.252 -0.026 -0.190      

20:1 -0.582* -0.106 -0.332* -0.509* 0.102 -0.045     

20:2 0.206 0.217 -0.867* 0.125 0.348* 0.267 0.287*    

22:1 -0.137 0.075 -0.668* -0.194 0.117 0.318* 0.647* 0.699*   

Saturated 0.504* 0.488* -0.383* 0.357* -0.146 0.761* -0.405* 0.381* 0.178  

FA≤18:1 0.007 -0.042 0.888* 0.061 -0.529* -0.237 -0.482* -0.770* -0.666* -0.184 

* indicate that the correlation is significant at Q- value and BH-FDR of 0.05. 
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Table 3.7:  Quantitative Trait Loci detected for the 11 seed oil composition traits in the Ler-0 X Sha RIL population 
QTL LG Trait  LOD score Peak max(cM) Closest  Marker CI  (cM) Additive effect  Variance (%) Candidate genes Ler 

LS1.16 1 16:0 8.28 62 Genea 43.7-77.9 0.53 0.2548  ↑ 

LS1.18 1 18:0 7.24 62 Genea 44-77.5 0.37 0.1304  ↑ 

LS1.201 1 20:1 3.93 41.6 T27K12 35.1-48.3 -0.21 0.041486  ↓ 

LS1.221 1 22:1 7.67 41.6 T27K12 28.9-61.3 -0.47 0.21209  ↓ 

LS1.Sat 1 Saturated 10.18 62 Genea 43.7-77.8 0.57 0.31508  ↑ 

LS1.P 1 FA≤18:1 4.13 74.2 M1-13 61.6-85.9 0.24 0.05295  ↑ 

LS2.18 2 18:0 13.65 61.2 M2-9 47.7-67.3 0.59 0.3363  ↑ 

LS2.181 2 18:1 4.07 43.5 nga1126 29.8-50.1 -0.23 0.05107  ↓ 

LS2.20a 

LS2.20b 

2 20:0 3.74 

4.75 

24.8 

63.1 

M2-11 

M2-9 

13.7-33.3 

54.9-67.4 

0.42 

0.42 

0.12117 

0.16686 

DAGAT ↑ 

↑ 

LS2.202 2 20:2 3.77 34.8 PLs7 31.9-39.6 0.18 0.02939  ↑ 

LS2.P 2 FA≤18:1 6.33 36.9 PLs7 26.1-49.1 -0.28 0.075358 FAD3 ↓ 

LS3.16 3 16:0 3.65 0.1 nga172 0 -14.3  -0.33 0.10277 FAE1,FAD2 ↓ 

LS3.181 3 18:1 23.8 6.5 CHIB 0-19.7  0.79 0.5779 FAE1,FAD2 ↑ 

LS3.182a 

LS3.182b 

3 18:2 17.7 

4.61 

8.9 

69.1 

nt204 

M3-18 

0-22.8 

52.4-74.7 

-0.75 

-0.20 

0.498 

0.04015 

FAE1,FAD2 ↓ 

↓ 

LS3.183 3 18:3 4.79 56.2 F8J2 47-74.7  0.42 0.1676 FAE2 ↑ 

LS3.201 3 20:1 6.39 6 CHIB 0-17.1  0.28 0.0747 FAE1,FAD2 ↑ 

LS3.202 3 20:2 29.5 6.5 CHIB 0-19.7 -0.81 0.61545 FAE1,FAD2 ↓ 

LS3.P 3 FA≤18:1 23.9 6.5 CHIB 0-19.7 0.76 0.528 FAE1,FAD2 ↑ 

LS4.181 4 18:1 4.57 52 M4122 49.1-63.4 -0.26 0.0647 FAE3,FAE4 ↓ 

LS4.182 4 18:2 5 64 M4-33 51.7-69.9 -0.22 0.0407 FAE3,FAE4 ↓ 

LS4.183 4 18:3 4.01 53.7 M4-14 50.4-62 -0.37 0.123 FAE3,FAE4 ↓ 

LS4.20 4 20:0 4.67 65.9 F8D20 49.7-71.8  0.36 0.121649 FAE3,FAE4 ↑ 

LS4.201 4 20:1 34.42 67.7 F8D20 40.4-71.8  0.91 0.79778 FAE3,FAE4 ↑ 

LS4.202 4 20:2 11.55 60.3 M4-9 38-71.8  0.34 0.11178 FAE3,FAE4 ↑ 

LS4.221 4 22:1 10.27 53.7 M4-14 40-71.8  0.58 0.2999 FAE3,FAE4 ↑ 

LS4.P 4 FA≤18:1 6.39 65.8 F8D20 49.4-71.8 -0.29 0.0835 FAE3,FAE4 ↓ 

LS5.182 5 18:2 4.45 5     flc     0-5 -0.19 0.033976  ↓ 

LS5.20 5 20:0 5.93 16.4    M5-14 2.3-27.2  0.39 0.14367 ST1,ST2 ↑ 

LS5.201 5 20:1 3.14 54.1   nga129 49.3-57 -0.19 0.0319  Sha↓ 

LS5.221 5 22:1 7.87 54.9  nga129 41.1-62.2 -0.47 0.1978  ↓ 
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Table 3.8: Quantitative Trait Loci detected for 11 seed oil composition traits in the Ler-0 x Col-4 RIL population 

        LG=Linkage group 

 

QTL LG Trait LOD score Peak  max (cM) Closest Marker CI (cM) Additive effect  Variance (%) Candidate genes Ler 

LC1.16a 

LC1.16b 

1 16:0 3.6 

3.81 

16.3 

117.2 

ve006 

z13G 

13.4-17.7 

116-120.5 

0.37 

0.40 

0.1277 

0.14137 

 

KASII 

↑ 

↑ 

LC1.181 1 18:1 3.20 109 PLLB22 108-111 -0.35 0.07429  ↓ 

LC1.221 1 22:1 3.24 12.2 g11001 0-12.7 -0.42 0.11951 FATB ↓ 

LC1.Sat 1 Saturated 3.32 8.62 po 7.7-10.8 0.41 0.13 FATB ↑ 

LC1.P 1 FA≤18:1 3.43 12.2 g11001 0.2-12.9 0.29 0.074228 FATB ↑ 

LC2.182 2 18:2 5.63 64 ve015 57.8-68.5 0.36 0.117136 FAD3 ↑ 

LC2.183 2 18:3 3.39 63.1 nga361 57.8-68.1 -0.36 0.114289 FAD3 ↓ 

LC2.20 2 20:0 3.29 83.4 mi473 83.2-83.9 0.50 0.117521  ↑ 

LC2.202 2 20:2 4.10 64 ve015 57.6 -68.1 0.34 0.101034 FAD3 ↑ 

LC3.181 3 18:1 13.32 19.1 ATHCHIB 4.8-26.4 -0.66 0.413325 FAE1,FAD2 ↓ 

LC3.182 3 18:2 13.47 20.6 nga162 8.6-30.5 0.59 0.337755 FAE1, FAD2 ↑ 

LC3.183 3 18:3 3.75 36.5 MIT076A 33.5-37.6 0.38 0.129796  ↑ 

LC3.202 3 20:2 4.10 64 I18 57.6-68.1 0.34 0.101034  ↑ 

LC3.P 3 FA≤18:1 11.83 19.1 ATHCHIB 8.6-28.7 -0.59 0.321210 FAE1, FAD2 ↓ 

LC4.221 4 22:1 4.53 79.1 adv1 74.9-83.7 -0.43 0.119515 FAE3,FAE4 ↓ 

LC4.Sat 4 Saturated 3.9 27.7 HY4 25.7-28.6 0.46 0.134103  ↑ 

LC5.18a 

LC5.18b 

LC5.18c 

5 

5 

5 

18:0 

18:0 

18:0 

7.58 

3.27 

3.43 

36.1 

86.3 

89.6 

ve026 

g4028 

DFR 

31-46.4 

85.5-87 

88.5-95.6 

0.58 

-0.30 

-0.30 

0.277170 

0.108066 

0.1116406 

ST1, ST2 ↑ 

↓ 

↓ 

LC5.181 5 18:1 4 81 PR5K 79.7-82.5 -0.41 0.098510  ↓ 

LC5.183 5 18:3 3.88 80 CATTS019 79.2-81.2 -0.49 0.127857  ↓ 

LC5.20 5 20:0 3.07 113.8 m558A 112.5-114 -0.33 0.108706  ↓ 
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Table 3.9: Quantitative Trait Loci detected for the 11 seed oil composition traits in the Ler-2 X Cvi RIL population 

 

QTL LG Trait  LOD score Peak max (cM) Closest Marker CI (cM) Additive effect  Variance (%)  Direction 

LCv1.16 1 16:0 3.10 50 GH.110C 43.7-54.4 0.37 0.125788  Ler↑ 

LCv1.201 1 20:1 3.17 51.1 BH.106L 44.6-54.6 -0.40 0.137439  Ler↓ 

LCv4.16a 

LCv4.16b 

4 

4 

16:0 

16:0 

3.61 

5.07 

19.8 

58.2 

CC.388L 

AGL24 

9.3 -23.1 

51.1-68.9 

0.48 

-0.48 

0.155928 

0.195747 

 Cvi ↑ 

Ler↓ 

LCv5.20 5 20:0 3.5 73.8 DFR 69.2-79.2 -0.41 0.153364  Cvi↓ 

LCv5.P 5 FA≤18:1 3.93 72.8 CC.277L-Col 65.4-77.8 0.65 0.181465  Cvi↑ 
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Table 3.10: Quantitative Trait Loci detected for the 11 seed oil composition traits in the Ler-0 X No-0 RIL population 

LG=Linkage group 

QTL LG Trait LOD score Peak max (cM) 

 

Closest Marker 

 

CI (cM) Additive effect  Variance (%) 

 

 Direction 

Ler 

LN1.16 1 16:0 4.28 68 nga111 55.7-70 0.51 0.234107  ↑ 

LN2.183 2 18:3 4.57 20.1 MSAT2.38 3-25.8 0.48 0.218252  ↑ 

LN3.16 3 16:0 3.17 0.2 nga172 0-6.8 -0.45 0.139091  ↓ 

LN3.Sat 3 Saturated 3.28 1.3 nga172 0-7.6 -0.48 0.182191  ↓ 

LN4.183 4 18:3 6.36 39 CIW6 33.8-56.9 -0.63 0.218252  ↓ 

LN5.202 5 20:2 4.9 0 nga225 0-8.2 -0.53 0.227657  ↓ 
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Table 4.1. A priori candidate genes for oil composition and the knockout and mutant lines.  

Gene     Chr.   Gene Value         Knockout(s) 

FATA     3        AT3G25110      N852633 

FATB     1        AT1G08510      N669455 

KAS II    1        AT1G74960      N661675 

ST1        5        AT5G16240       N666506 

ST2        5        AT5G16230       SALK_019167C 

ST3        3        AT3G02630       N657908 

                                                    N661145 

                                                    N657947 

ST4        3        AT3G02620       N658009 

ST5        3        AT3G02610       N664541 

                                                    N672749 

FAD2     3        AT3G12120      N8041* 

FAD3     2        AT2G29980      N675698 

                                                    N676392 

FAE1     3        AT3G10280       N667904 

FAE2     3        AT3G52160         N/A 

FAE3    4         AT4G34250       N671881 

FAE4    4         AT4G34520       N586589 

                                                     N6245* 

TAG1    2        AT2G19450        N656395 

*Mutant, not a knockout. 
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Table 4.2: List of PCR and sequencing primers used for amplifying the candidate genes for seed oil composition in A. thaliana. 

Gene(number) Fragment 1  Fragment 2  

FATB(AT1G08510) Forward Primer  Reverse Primer Forward Primer Reverse Primer 

 CGTCTCCTTCAAGACGTATGC AGGTGGAGCCTGAGCGTTTGG TGGGTCTACGAATCTTGCTG TGCAGTTCCCCAAGTTGTTG 

Internal primers CAAGCTTGCTCACACATTCG  CACTCGTATGCAGGTTGTGG  

 GAGAGGCTGCCGAAGAAAGG    

FAD2(AT3G12120) TGGAGTCTTTGCTAACTGTTTG TGCCATGCAACTGTAATCGC TCAGGATCAGATGCTCTTTGATTG CACTTGGCAGGTCTTAAACAAG 

Internal primer GACCAAGGTTTGGTTCCCATCAC    

FAD3(AT2G29980) CGCACAATTTGCTCGATTTG ACCAACCATGGTAAGGAACG TGGACATGGGAGTTTCTCAG GGCGTGCATTTTGTCGTAC 

Internal primers ACTTACACGAATTGAAATGG  GAATAAGCCACCGGACACACC  

   TGCTCCAAGCGAGAGAAAGC  

FAE1(AT3G10280) GGAATTACTTGGATGTGCTCGG TGGAGAGGTTAACATGCAACG AGGCGCTCAACTCTACACCG CGTGACTTCACACGCGTAGTAG 

Internal primer    CTTGACTCCGGTTTGAGAGC 

FAE2(AT3G52160) ACGGAGATGATGGATTTCAG GATCCTAGCATCAGGGATATG   

FAE3(AT4G34250) CCTTGAGTGTTGCGTCAATTTCG TAGGGCTTATTCCCGTGTTGCG CCGAAGGTCTTCAAACTTTGC CAAGCACTCCAGTTTACTTGCC 

FAE4(AT4G34520) TGGTTCTTGAGACCGATGAG AGGACTGTACGTCTCATCACC   

ST1(AT5G16240) CAGTCTTGAAACAACAATGAGG CAACCGCTCTGCAATTTTTCC CTAATTCTGGTGGCTGTGTTAAATG TGACTTCTCGACCAAAAATCC 

Internal primer GGCTATGGATCGGATCGCTTTG    

ST2(AT5G16230) TACCTTTCTCTCCCGATTCG TCGAAGACGACGAGAAGGAG CCATGACTAATATCTGTTTGG(3F) TGAAAACTTGTGAGATGTCC(3R 

ST3(AT3G02630) CAGCTGGATTTACGGGAGAG TGCACCTTTCCCTTAGCTCC GTTGAGAAATCGTGGCAGCC TGACTTCTCGACCAAAAATCC 

ST4(AT3G02620) CCCGATTGAACCCGTCTTTC ATGAAGTTTCGACGGGTTTG AAGTGACACACACAATAACAC GTGAAACGCAACAACCATTG 

ST5(AT3G02610) GGATTTGAACTTAATCGAAAC GTGTGGGTCACTTGGTTTGG AGCAAGACGAGTGAAGAAACAG ATTCAAGGTTCGCACCTTGG 

Internal primer   TCATCTCCCATGGCAACACG  
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Table 3: SNPs detected in the coding and non-coding genes in nine candidate genes in A .thaliana 

Gene Upstream of 5‘UTR 5‘UTR Exon SNPs Intron 3‘UTR 

 SNP Indel SNP Indel Synonymous Nonsynonymous SNP Indel SNP Indel 

FATB 1 1 4  4 1 1 1   

FAD2 10 2 7 7       

FAD3       21 6   

FAE1 4 1   11      

FAE3 16 5   12 5     

FAE4 1     1     

ST1 14 1   8 3 39 8   

ST2 28 12       2 1 

ST4 3 2         
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Figure 2.1: Only FAs that had a significant cline for at least one growing temperature are 

presented.  High growing temperature regressions are solid lines and low growing temperature 

regressions are dotted lines. 95% confidence intervals are shown.  (A) Total saturated FAs 

(16:0+18:0+20:0) in TAGs; (B) Relative proportion of 22:1 in TAGs. 
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Figure 2.2: Only relationships that are significant in all three tests are presented. Each line 

connects the means of a single lineage grown at high and low temperatures. (A) Saturated (B) 

Palmitic (C) Arachidic (D) Oleic (E) Linoleic (F) Linolenic (G) Eicosadienoic FAs in relation to 

high and low growth temperature. 
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Figure 2.3: ‗T‘ and ‗P‘ indicates FAs present in TAGs and PLs, respectively. Circles and 

squares in the cells indicate significant negative and positive correlations, respectively, at BH-

FDR and q-value =0.05. The numerical bins for the correlations corresponding to the shading are 

shown in the bar to the right.  (A) Correlations among FAs in TAGs and PLs for plants grown at 

high temperature. (B) Correlations among FAs in TAGs and PLs for plants grown at low 

temperature.  
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        Figure 3.1: Relevant FA and TAG synthesis pathways in A. thaliana. FAs are boxed  

          with saturated fatty acids having rounded corners. Candidate genes are in red. The  

          distinction between the plastids and ER is to designate where the reactions occur. 16:0, 

          18:0 and 18:1 are all exported to the ER and are incorporated into TAGs. 
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Figure 3.2: Quantitative trait loci detected for the 11 seed oil composition traits in the Ler-

0 x Sha RIL population. 
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Figure 3.3: Quantitative trait loci detected for the 11 seed oil composition traits in the Ler-

0 x Col-4 RIL population. 
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Figure 3.4: Quantitative trait loci detected for the 11 seed oil composition traits in the Ler-

2 x Cvi RIL population. 
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Figure 3.5: Quantitative trait loci detected for the 11 seed oil composition traits in the Ler-

0 x No-0 RIL population. 
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